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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Senate Bill 370 of the 1997 Texas Legislative Session directed the Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxDOT) to develop "a cost-benefit analysis between the use of local 
materials previously incorporated into roadways versus use of materials blended or 
transported from other sources," The roadway materials being analyzed are aggregates 
to be used in producing hot mix asphaltic concrete and flexible base. The primary 
objective of this cost-benefit analysis was to determine if the department's specifications 
and procedures for these materials are valid and cost-effective. 

The task force began by reviewing the department's specifications for these aggregates. 
The group also reviewed the applicability of several key testing procedures being used in 
the specifications. Forensic pavement studies were evaluated to determine the effect of 
aggregate quality on pavement performance. The forensic studies also provided a measure 
of the validity and overall effectiveness of current specifications and procedures in 
ensuring satisfactory pavement performance. Aggregate cost factors were identified and 
analyzed. 

Primary findings and recommendations of the task force include the following . 

1. Impact of Aggregate Quality on Pavement Performance and Cost. Inadequate 
aggregate quality has a strong detrimental effect on pavement performance. 
This can include complete failure of a new pavement soon after opening to 
traffic. When using aggregates of marginal quality, early pavement failure of 
only an occasional project will usually more than offset "savings" from other 
projects using these materials. While aggregate quality is a key to desired 
pavement performance, cost of aggregates was found to be a small percentage 
of overall project costs. 

2. AggreQate for Use in Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete. Current standard 
specification criteria and test procedures are appropriate and cost-effective for 
most pavement construction. When project conditions are unique enough to 
raise doubt about the necessary quality standard to assure adequate pavement 
performance, a conservative quality standard for the aggregate is normally the 
most cost-effective. Continued monitoring of pavement performance will be 
necessary to assure that current specification criteria remain adequate under 
ever-increasing traffic volumes and weights. 

3. Aggregate for Use as Flexible Base. Current standard specifications for 
flexible base require that the districts specify a mineral type for the aggregate. 
To ensure that the most cost effective materials are being utilized, each district 
must continue to review their specific project requirements and local source 
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options when deciding the mineral type to specify. It is recommended that 
base material acceptance be established on engineering properties alone, 
eliminating the mineral type selection, as soon as this technology can be 
developed and implemented. The department should continue to move 
toward a mechanistic pavement design procedure, to be coupled with a testing 
technique which can be specified and used in the laboratory during design and 
then also be used to verify quality of construction in the field. 

4. Selection of Aggregate Quality Standards. To assure cost-effective use of 
aggregate materials, andto assure maximum use oflocal materials, fmal 
decisions regarding aggregate requirements for individual project conditions 
must remain with the project engineer. Plan note and special provision 
avenues must remain available for this purpose. 

The philosophy of the department in establishing specification requirements for raw 
materials is embodied in a quote attributed to John Ruskin (1819 1900), a noted 
essayist and Oxford University professor. 

"It's unwise to pay too much, but it is worse to pay too little. When you pay too 
much, you lose a little money - that is all. When you pay too little, you sometimes 
lose everything, because the thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing it 
was bought to do. The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little 
and getting a lot - it can't be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to 
add something for the risk you run. And if you do that, you will have enough to 
pay for something better. " 

Since it is impossible for the quality and performance of a constructed item to exceed the 
quality and performance of the component materials, obtaining desired performance from 
department-constructed roadways necessitates that the aggregate materials are capable of 
performing to the desired level. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

A task force was established by the Executive Director ofthe Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxDOT) in August 1997 to address the requirements of Senate Bill 370 
pertaining to the cost-effectiveness of materials being used by the department. Specifically, 
TxDOT was directed to develop "a cost-benefit analysis between the use oflocal materials 
previously incorporated into roadways versus use of materials blended or transported from other 
sources." This report focuses on use and selection of aggregates by the department, as they are 
the primary roadway construction material. The legislative directive is met by this report. 

This cost-benefit analysis addresses costs and benefits separately and in detaiL Both the costs 
and the benefits associated with aggregate use in construction are complex issues. An attempt is 
made to include all factors involved with aggregate cost, and a limited amount of specific project 
cost information is provided. The benefit to be obtained from the use of the selected aggregate is, 
of course, proper pavement performance. Performance includes both how well the pavement 
serves and how long it serves. For this reason, the benefits analysis of this report relies in large 
measure on actual pavement performance case histories. As test requirements are the means used 
to assure proper quality in aggregates, explanations of several key test procedures used by the 
department are included. 

Because benefits in terms of service quality and life are not transposed into dollar values without 
liberal use of assumptions, and because bid prices for aggregates are dependent on a number of 
factors, some not related to production and transportation costs, the determination of classic, 
numerical cost-benefit ratios was not deemed a reasonable or helpful manner of analyzing costs 
and benefits. 
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CHAPTER2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 IMPORTANCE OF AGGREGATES IN CONSTRUCTION 

Aggregates are an important component of many structural elements in transportation 
construction. As such, they are used in large quantities on most projects, and their capabilities to 
meet the strength and durability requirements of the structure have a major impact on the 
performance level to be obtained. Therefore, they playa particularly important role in the cost
effectiveness of transportation construction. 

2.2 AGGREGATE AVAILABILITY IN TEXAS 

Texas is blessed with a wide variety of aggregates suitable for use in construction. Unlike many 
other states, which may have only one or two aggregate types and a half dozen sources, Texas has 
a broad spectrum of mineralogies and numerous pits serving the needs of the transportation 
construction industry. The approximate locations of sources of aggregates for asphalt pavement 
construction are shown in Figure 1. While the sources are numerous, there are areas of the state 
with no geological formations suitable 

Bituminous Coarse Aggregate 
Source Locations 

FIGURE 1 
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for use as construction aggregate. The coastal and the northeast Texas counties have very few 
local sources. In addition to the sources shown, there are over a dozen out-of-state sources which 
at least occasionally supply asphalt paving aggregates to projects in Texas. 

2.3 NATURAL VARIABILITY IN AGGREGATE QUALITY 

Each aggregate mineralogy has a somewhat different group of properties. One mineralogy may 
generally have good inter-particle friction, but it may be only adequate in strength and durability 
as a general rule. Another mineralogy may have excellent strength, but tend to be marginal in the 
area of adhesion with cements .. 

A wide range in quality can also be found between sources of the same mineralogy. For instance, 
some limestone sources provide aggregates which are many times stronger and more durable than 
limestone aggregates from other sources. Some siliceous aggregates are chemically reactive with 
elements in portland cement, potentially causing severe damage to the involved structure, while 
other siliceous aggregates do not react in this manner. 

The quality of aggregate from an individual pit will also differ on a day-to-day basis. These 
differences occur, in large part, because of natural variations in aggregate composition in the pit. 
Figure 2 shows magnesium sulfate soundness test results from a source with low variability in 
aggregate composition and quality. While natural variations are not particularly large in many 
cases, they can be extreme in others. 
Figure 3 shows the large variability in magnesium sodium soundness test results for an aggregate 
source located less than ten miles from the source shown in Figure 2. In some of the worst cases 
of variability within a source, two mineralogies exist in the same pit. An example would be a 
quality limestone material being naturally blended with a soft caliche material. 

While all aggregate sources have some variability in quality, sources oflower quality aggregate 
are often more variable. This is also demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3. 

A most important point to understand is that sources with higher variability are more likely to 
occasionally produce stockpiles or shipments of materials which are outside the specification 
limits. This is true whether or not the average value of all test results easily meets the 
specification requirement. Since department sampling and testing capability is limited, the 
likelihood of substandard material being used on projects increases from sources with high 
variability. 
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FIGURE 2 

Soundness Test Result History 
Central Texas Limestone Source #1 

Time 

FIGURE 3 

Soundness Test Result History 
Central Texas Limestone Source #2 

Maximum Allowable 

Time 

2.4 EFFECT OF PRODUCTION FACTORS ON AGGREGATE QUALITY 

The method of production of the aggregate can also affect the quality and uniformity of the final 
product. Some of the factors that affect the quality of the final product are the types of crushers, 
how the crushers and other equipment are adjusted, how much material is scalped to make other 
products, how much material is scalped and wasted because of poor quality, and the speed of the 
operation. At times of high demand for aggregate, product quality from marginal quality sources 
usually declines because of equipment inefficiencies and the decreased likelihood that the lower 
quality ends of production will be removed and wasted. The variability in quality shown in 
Figure 3 is an example. Many of the spikes in the chart indicating out-of-specification 
production occurred during periods of high demand. 
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2.5 DEPARTMENT PIDLOSOPHY ON SELECTING AGGREGATE QUALITY 
STANDARDS 

The philosophy of the department is to specify materials quality in a manner to maximize cost
effectiveness in transportation operation and service to the pUblic. Basic to cost-effectiveness, 
aggregate quality standards are required which protect initial construction investment from 
premature performance deterioration and even structural failure. Determining appropriate quality 
standards is, therefore, a very important department function. 

Test procedures and specification requirements used by the department have been developed and 
revised over the years. Many of the procedures and requirements are the same or similar to those 
published on the national level and are also used by other agencies across the country. Some of 
our procedures and requirements have been developed by the districts, the Materials and Tests 
Division, and by university researchers under department contract to address specific conditions 
or needs in Texas. The objective of these aggregate quality standards is to allow competition 
between all sources of aggregate which can produce aggregates capable of providing the design 
level of performance in the structure. An alternative to use of specifications in this manner, 
which appears to be a current trend in industry, is the use of warranty specifications to assure 
performance. 

While matching quality standards to desired performance seems a straightforward concept, there 
are several complicating factors to be considered in the process of establishing specification 
requirements capable of preventing premature pavement failure or deterioration. Several key 
factors follow. 

1. Most laboratory tests only simulate stresses and other conditions in the pavement. 
Therefore, test results are only strong indicators of anticipated performance. They don't 
guarantee performance. This is the current state of technology in aggregate quality 
testing. 

2. The department must rely on occasional samples and tests to measure quality, and 
since the quality level from each source is variable between those samples, the 
department receives and uses materials with both better and worse quality than that 
indicated by department tests. Because it is necessary to provide reasonable assurance 
that the lower ends of quality being provided on the project will not cause early pavement 
failure, a somewhat higher specification value is necessitated than would be if the 
aggregates were completely uniform in quality. 

3. Premature pavement failures are quite often the result of several contributing factors. 
When marginal or poor quality materials are used, the project becomes more susceptible 
to problems resulting from less-than-ideal weather conditions during construction, 
marginal quality in construction technique, and other less than optimal circumstances on 
the job. It is for this reason that sometimes it is possible to obtain adequate performance 
from an aggregate source on one or a number of projects before an embarrassing and 
costly pavement failure occurs during or immediately after construction. A comparison 
of monetary loss from a single pavement failure to the potential savings obtained from 
using lesser quality aggregate is provided in Chapter 3. 
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Consistent with the necessity to prevent early pavement failures, and because of the other 
considerations discussed above, specifications are generally selected conservatively whenever 
the necessary quality level cannot be precisely determined. Further, since pavement performance 
is the ultimate goal, the judgment of the local engineer designing the pavement must be relied 
upon to properly modify standard requirements when this is necessary. That engineer is in the 
best position to understand desired performance of the pavement and to be familiar with prior 
experiences using local aggregate sources. 

A statement attributed to John Ruskil1 (1819 - 1900) captures the dilemma of specification 
writers, particularly those operating in a low bid system of contractor selection. 

"It's unwise to pay too much, but it is worse to pay too little. When you pay too much, 
you lose a little money - that is all. When you pay too little, you sometimes lose 
everything, because the thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing it was bought 
to do. The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot 
it can't be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add somethingfor the 
risk you run. And if you do that, you will have enough to pay for something better. " 

These words are as true today as they were a hundred years ago. It is the desire of the department 
to "pay for something better" under the trust given by the taxpayers of Texas. 

2.6 PAVEMENT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

While it is common knowledge that bridges and multi-story buildings are structurally designed to 
carry anticipated loads, most are probably unaware that pavement structures are similarly 
designed by professional engineers. Pavement structures must resist environmental conditions, 
fatigue failure, and dynamic overloadsjust as any other load-carrying structure. 

Just as in the design of a bridge or building, the engineer must always keep economic factors in 
mind when selecting the type of structure and materials to be required. The design of new 
pavement structures are, therefore, both engineering and economic processes. The importance of 
considering economics is borne out by an estimate by the 
Federal Highway Administration that sixty percent of their highway reimbursement expenditures 
are for pavement-related items. 

The design of a pavement, then, must consider the availability of materials, the engineering 
properties of materials, and their costs. Addressing each of these issues is critical to building a 
pavement that serves the interests of both the traveling public and the economy of state 
government. All aggregate types that could satisfactorily serve the design purpose should be 
considered. The consideration of cost and engineering properties must be performed together so 
that a cost-effective design solution results. The current pavement design procedure used by the 
department for flexible pavements, i.e. pavements using asphalt cements, allows consideration of 
all of these factors. Alternate designs using various pavement layer types and thicknesses can be 
compared, based on their anticipated performances and life cycle costs. The final design 
decisions are based on a combination of all of these considerations, plus the consideration that it 
is necessary to assure competition in bidding to supply the materials. 
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Evolution of TxDOT Pavement Design 

TxDOT has long recognized the importance of structural pavement design. Over the years, the 
department has continually reviewed pavement design procedures used by others, refined and 
adapted some of these procedures for our conditions, and in some cases have developed our own 
design procedures. Participation in the joint development of design procedures with the 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) assures that the 
department is aware of the latest technologies across the country. 

The earliest pavement design procedures for flexible pavements were based on supporting the 
mission "to get the farmer out of the mud". An example is the Texas Triaxial design procedure. 
This was a simple design procedure based on building a pavement structure that the expected 
truck wheel loads would not "punch through". Roadways at that time had very little traffic, and 
a long-term fatigue analysis was not considered. The Texas Triaxial procedure is still used as a 
support tool for designing roadways with little anticipated truck traffic, or for temporary 
construction detours. 

A design procedure known as the Texas Flexible Pavement Design Procedure, version 11 (FPS-
11) largely superseded the Texas Triaxial procedure in the early 1970s. Very importantly, FPS-
11considered fatigue aspects of pavement deterioration. It used "stiffness coefficients" . 
determined from roadway tests as its basis. Also, being the first automated system, it was the 
first design procedure to allow easy consideration of alternate materials with different costs and 
engineering properties. It would analyze a variety of different pavement structures and the 

. rehabilitation strategies that would be needed for each of them for the pavements to serve for the 
design life (typically twenty years). Estimated costs of the various designs would be calculated 
and included in the design report for the further analysis of the design engineer. Major 
limitations of this procedure included that stiffness coefficient is nof a standard engineering 
property, there is no laboratory test for stiffness coefficient, nor could stiffness coefficient be 
used for acceptance of the constructed pavement. 

The currently used flexible pavement design procedure, implemented in 1995, is the Texas 
Flexible Pavement Design Procedure -version 19 (FPS-19). This design procedure uses elastic 
modulus as the major material property. The FPS-19 is viewed as a stepping stone to the future 
goal of a true mechanistic flexible pavement design procedure. Although an improvement, FPS-
19 is still empirically based, and so does not predict pavement performance based purely on 
measurable engineering properties of materials. A comparison of various pavement design 
alternatives is still possible, as was the case in FPS-l1. 

TxDOT is participating with AASHTO in the development of a true mechanistic pavement 
design procedure. The five-year AASHTO research project is expected to produce the initial 
product in the year 2002. The development of a mechanistic pavement design procedure will 
enable the department to move away from specifying types of materials and will focus instead on 
actual engineering properties that relate to pavement performance. One of the goals of a 
mechanistic pavement design procedure would be development of a laboratory test to be used on 
the pavement materials to calculate elastic moduli and any other pertinent engineering property 
that could be used to design pavements. This would enable the engineer to better evaluate new 
sources of local materials for use on projects. 
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Pavement Design and Overall Project Development 

The results of the pavement design are shown on the plans as the typical pavement section. The 
types of pavement materials and the thicknesses of each pavement layer to be constructed are 
identified. The pavement design and typical section information must be developed early in the 
project design process because this information affects other engineering aspects of the project. 
This information defines, in large measure, the direction for the development of the complete set 
of construction plans. Thickness changes can cause changes to the gradeline, the earthwork 
quantity calculations, and the hydraulics of the project. Because of this inter-relationship, 
significant changes to the thickness of the typical section after the project has been designed may 
cause considerable complexity in revising the plans and estimated quantities. Generally, this is 
more of a problem with plans for urban projects than it is for rural projects. 

Use of Alternate Pavement Designs 

The inter-relationship between the pavement design and other engineering aspects of the project 
also affects the viability of producing plans with alternate pavement designs. The cost of 
developing a set of plans is often in the range of six to ten percent of the total project cost. 
Developing alternate pavement designs for potential use of competitive material types 
undoubtedly increases the cost of developing the set of plans and may also increase the time 
required to prepare the plans. An increase of up to twenty to thirty percent in design costs and 
two to six months in design time may occur. Within these ranges, the higher cost increases and 
more lengthy delays would be associated with projects in urban areas or areas of relatively flat 
terrain where the hydraulics of the overall project must be changed. Changing the drainage may 
require changing the gradeline, driveways, intersections, bridge structures, and other design 
elements. Any savings realized by designing for alternate materials may be more than offset by 
increased design costs and delays. Therefore, use of alternate pavement designs should be 
limited to circumstances likely to result in significant savings. 
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Pavement Design and Material Properties 

Part of the pavement design process is the decision of the engineer on minimum properties for 
the component and composite pavement materials. For instance, while it is possible to construct 
a pavement out of most aggregates, as long as they are sufficiently durable to withstand 
construction-related stresses, how long they will perform satisfactorily under anticipated traffic 
and in the local climatic conditions is another matter. Standard specification minimum 
properties are established in an effort to cover most conditions. The project design engineer must 
determine if the standard criteria are proper for the conditions on the specific project being 
developed. All factors must be considered in making that decision. These factors include the 
engineering properties of the materials, economic factors, and the number of producers that 
appear to be in position to competitively bid on the project. Unnecessarily establishing a higher 
standard may limit the competition, driving up material costs for the project. Setting a lower 
value to allow local materials may, however, result in considerably reduced performance and not 
be the most cost-effective solution. Because of the complexity of these decisions, and because it 
is often not possible to accurately predict the impact on pavement performance when 
requirements on one component material are changed, the engineer designing the pavement must 
rely on experience and use good judgment. 

Life Cycle Cost in Pavement Design 

Life cycle cost analysis methods are important for comparing alternative pavement designs. 
TxDOT has included life cycle cost analysis techniques in the automated flexible pavement 
design procedures for approximately twenty-five years. TxDOT also has a research project 
currently underway developing life cycle cost analysis methods for rigid pavements. The 
department has also participated as one of the pilot states in the evaluation of the life cycle cost 
analysis systems currently being developed by the Federal Highway Administration. Life cycle 
cost analysis has been recognized by TxDOT as a key measure of the cost effectiveness of our 
pavement design operations. 

It is hoped that the accuracy of life cycle cost analysis will continually improve, and that factors 
such as component material criteria can one day be included. Development in these areas is 
hindered by lack oflong-term performance information and limitations in currently available 
technology. These limitations have restricted our ability to get feedback from the construction 
processes. It is necessary to know the as-constructed properties of the pavement, not just those 
specified by the pavement designer, and to compare those to long-term pavement performances if 
a meaningful evaluation and refinement of the life cycle cost analysis method is to be 
accomp Ii shed. 

Pavement Design Summary 

Pavement design is a most important aspect of assuring cost effectiveness on projects. It is inter
related with decisions made regarding component material quality, and it dictates the direction of 
a number of other engineering design aspects. TxDOT has made significant improvements in 
pavement design procedures over the past several decades. An active research program has 
improved ability to study pavement performance and to improve design decisions. The 
department's participation in the development of a mechanistic pavement design procedure will 
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establish the framework to improve future decisions on the use of materials from all potential 
sources, including materials from new sources and materials that have been salvaged from our 
roadways to be recycled. 

2.7 AGGREGATE TESTING PROCEDURES USED BY THE DEPARTMENT 

There are several test procedures and requirements which are central in determining which 
aggregate materials are used by the department. These test procedures and specification 
requirements are generally described below, along with the basis for each specification 
requirement. 

Magnesium Sulfate Soundness Test 

Purpose and History. The soundness test is used to measure the internal strength of an aggregate, 
and therefore its ability to withstand weather, construction and traffic-related stresses. The 
requirements in department specifications are designed to eliminate the use of aggregates that are 
too soft and/or absorptive to properly perform in pavements. Besides disintegrating during the 
construction compaction process and under traffic loadings, aggregates which are too soft absorb 
asphalt during construction and while in service, thereby causing early aging and cracking of the 
pavement. The test was originally developed for qualifying aggregates for use in portland 
cement concrete. In the late 1970s, the test also proved to be of value to determine quality of 
aggregates for hot mix asphaltic concrete and seal coat use. It became a standard specification 
requirement ofthe department for hot mix asphaltic concrete and seal coat in the late 1980s. 

Test Description. The soundness test exposes the aggregates to five cycles of saltwater solution 
and oven-drying. The wetting and drying cycles cause the salts to recrystallize and expand. This 
expansion creates internal pressures within the aggregate, and weaker particles fracture and 
disintegrate. Magnesiuni sulfate is the salt used for testing aggregates for use in hot mix 
asphaltic concrete, seal coats and flexible base. 

Basis for TxDOT Acceptance Criteria. The specification requirement has been selected to assure 
that aggregates being used will perform satisfactorily under current traffic loads. The numbers 
and weights of trucks on our highways continue to increase. To handle these increased loads, the 
department is using innovative asphalt-aggregate mixtures which contain more coarse aggregate. 
These mixtures are designed so that the coarse aggregates are in contact and bear directly on each 
other to carry the imposed loads. Therefore, tougher aggregates are required than used in the 
past. The department changed the number of cycles in the standard test from four to five in 1993 
while maintaining the same specification requirement. This change raised the required aggregate 
quality level, which tended to compensate for the greater in-service demands on aggregate. This 
change also brought the test procedure into agreement with the nationally-accepted number of 
cycles for this test. 
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Another change to the test procedure made in recent years eliminated the effect of sample 
gradation on test results. The gradations of test samples are now "normalized" to a standard 
gradation when determining the final test results. As the purpose of the test is to assure adequate 
toughness and durability qualities of the minerals composing the aggregate, the size of the 
aggregate should not be allowed to affect the test results. 

Department specification requirements are designed to allow as much competition as 
possible. Among other departments of transportation and agencies which specify 
soundness quality for hot mix aggregate, the most common requirement is 18 percent 
maximum loss after five cycles (ASTM C-88). Based on Texas experience using local 
aggregates, however, the department has set our standard specification maximum loss at 30 
percent (Test Method Tex-411-A). Additionally, our standard specifications allow the local 
district to increase or decrease this standard soundness requirement based on their experience 
using aggregates in their local area. Therefore, while current department specifications are more 
lax than those used by other agencies, and are also very flexible, their basis is peiformance on 
the roadway. 

This performance basis was documented by a research study completed by the University of 
Texas in 1987. The study was done during the time when there was growing interest in the test 
and districts were beginning to write the requirement into their project plans. One of the 
conclusions of the field and laboratory study was that the soundness test was the most successful 
among the material tests evaluated to predict disintegration of aggregates in pavements. This 
conclusion was based, in part, on district survey responses that the test was successfully 
eliminating sources which had performed poorly on earlier projects .. 

The most recent and significant national research study pertaining to aggregate testing, 
"Aggregate Tests Related to Asphalt Concrete Performance in Pavements," was funded by the 
National Cooperative Highway Research Program. In their report of May 1997, the soundness 
test is reported to be an indicator of pavement performance in the areas of raveling, popouts and 
potholing. The report suggests that field evaluations be used to establish maximum allowable 
loss values for specifications in the various climatic zones in the United States. As districts are 
allowed to modify soundness requirements in their plan notes, our specifications already allow 
requirements to vary with climatic and other differences. 

Sand Equivalent Test 

Purpose and History. The sand equivalent test is used to determine if an aggregate contains 
enough clay or clay-sized particles to detrimentally affect the pavement performance of an 
asphalt and aggregate mixture. It was developed in 1950 by Francis Hveem, an engineer working 
for the California Division of Highways. As reported by Mr. Hveem, the test was developed to 
prevent the re-occurrence of pavement failures they were experiencing. From the pictures in his 
report, the failures were complete pavement disintegrations in the form of raveling and asphalt 
stripping. The test was evaluated between 1958 and 1960 by Robert Kriegel of the department's 
Materials and Tests Division. His findings confirmed the ability of the sand equivalent test to 
indicate the presence of detrimental [mes that were not revealed by other tests in our 
specifications. 
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Test Description. The sand equivalent test involves the agitation of an aggregate sample while 
submerged in a liquid solution. The liquid chosen for this test has the qualities required to cause 
clay-sized particles to remain in suspension in the fluid for a period of time adequate to obtain a 
measurement of the amount of the detrimental materiaL Measurements made after the prescribed 
settling time are calculated as a ratio ofthe amount of larger, sand-like particles to the size of the 
column of suspended clay in the test beaker. 

Basis for TxDOT Acceptance Criteria. The first statewide specification including sand 
equivalent testing was the 1962 Standard Specifications. A minimum value of 45 was required 
for aggrega,tes to be used in hot mix asphaltic concrete. This requirement was based on the 
California determination that a minimum value of 45 was desirable for plant-mixed bituminous 
surface mixes in general and a value of 55 was desirable for Class A plant mix. A later study in 
New Mexico concluded that the California recommended minimum values were somewhat 
conservative, ruling out a number of New Mexico aggregates which they believed performed 
satisfactorily. An Arizona study generally supported the work of the above states, concluding 
that a value of 55 or higher always resulted in satisfactory performance, and values in the range 
of 35 to 54 almost always provided satisfactory performance. 

A case history supporting the value of the sand equivalent test in our specifications was reported 
by the Materials and Tests Division in 1980. A new pavement on IH-30 raveled extensively 
immediately after receiving a heavy rain. The report included the following description. 

In the heavy raveling sections, there was a considerable amount of the coarse aggregate on the 
shoulders and most of the asphalt was gone from this aggregate. The guardrail and grass 
adjacent to the shoulder in the raveling areas were coated with asphalt and fines. 

Samples ofthe various combinations of aggregates being used on the project were taken from 
plant stockpiles and tested for sand equivalent. Two of the combinations tested were found to 
have sand equivalent values of 36 and 38. The newest materials delivered to the project tested at 
73. Although not verified in the report, it is likely that actual quality of the aggregates used 
earlier on the project included qualities both better and worse than those of the tested samples. 
From the above descriptions and other information in the report, it appears that severe stripping 
to the point of emulsification of the asphalt occurred. As clay coatings can cause the asphalt to 
lose bond with the aggregate, as they can take on water, and as they can act as an emulsifying 
agent, it is likely that the presence of this clay was a primary cause of the loss of this pavement. 
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Polish Value Test 

Purpose and History. The polish value test is used to determine if coarse aggregates will retain 
enough microtexture after being worn by years of traffic to allow adequate friction for safe 
vehicle braking on a wet pavement. The Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) has for many 
years required that each transportation department have a program and procedures iri place 
designed to assure adequate skid resistance on wet pavements. The polish value test has been the 
cornerstone of the Texas skid accident reduction program. 

The polish value test originated in England. It was evaluated by the Materials and Tests 
Division, beginning in the early 1960s, and it was adopted into pavement design policy and our 
specifications in 1974. A number of changes to specification requirements and several test 
method changes have occurred over its period of use. 

A highly desirable aspect of this test is that it is performed on coarse aggregate samples as 
opposed to the testing of the aggregates in-place on a roadway. This allows a source of aggregate 
to be evaluated and approved prior to any use of the aggregate in highway construction. This is 
quite advantageous to contractors as it reduces their risks when preparing bids for department 
projects. All frequently used sources of aggregate have been evaluated and rated in Texas, with 
the results updated twice each year in a catalog published by the department. 

A disadvantage of this test method is that it does not take into account macrotexture of the 
pavement, which also contributes to skid resistance of a roadway. For this and probably other 
factors, this test has been shown to underestimate the skid resistance actually provided by some 
aggregates, particularly many crushed siliceous aggregates, when the pavements are tested using 
a locked-wheel skid trailer. 

Test Description. The polish value test requires the embedding of coarse aggregate particles on 
the top surface of a series of curved polyester resin specimens. These specimens are mounted in 
an accelerated polishing machine where a rubber tire and silicon carbide grit provide a polishing 
action for a period of nine hours. After removal from the polishing machine and cleaning, the 
specimens are tested with the British portable tester, which is a pendulum with a rubber slider on 
the end to contact the test specimen. After sliding across the specimen, aggregates with more 
micro texture absorb more energy and the pendulum swing past the specimen is less than when 
the aggregates have become very smooth under the polishing action. A highly textured specimen 
results in a higher polish value number. 

Basis for TxDOT Acceptance Criteria. Criteria were established in 1974 based heavily on the 
results of a research study reported by the Texas Transportation Institute in report 126-2. In that 
study a rough correlation was developed between a polish value of 28 and a locked-wheel skid 
trailer test number of 30, which is regarded to be about the minimum desirable level of skid 
resistance. When first instituted, a polish value of35 was required for interstate highways and all 
highways with 5,000 ADT and above. Polish values of 33 and 30 were required for lesser traffic 
categories. These higher values were selected to provide higher levels of confidence that the 
materials delivered to the project would serve adequately. Because of later research and further 
analysis of earlier data, the currently required minimum values are 32 for pavements in the 
highest traffic categories in Texas and 30 and 28 for lower traffic categories. 

) 
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Because of the inadequacy of the polish value test to accurately predict the skid perfonnance of 
all aggregate types, Texas specifications and policies allow for documented pavement skid 
perfonnance to be used in lieu of polish value. The difficulty with this approach to approval has 
been that it takes considerable numbers of test projects and time under traffic to adequately 
detennine anticipated skid perfonnance. 

The department is currently engaged in research to further improve the methods of assuring that 
adequate wet weather skid resistance is provided in Texas pavements. 

Moisture Susceptibility Tests 

Purpose and History. The detrimental effect of moisture on asphalt pavements has been 
recognized for decades. However, in the 1970s and 1980s, changes in asphalt refining 
techniques, construction equipment and methodologies, and heavier traffic loads and traffic 
volumes caused an increase in moisture related pavement failures across the country. Moisture 
damage occurs when water breaks the adhesive bond between the aggregates and the asphalt 
cement. The result is stripping, or the separation of asphalt_and aggregates in the pavement, 
which in turn leads to the fonnation of wheel path ruts, shoving and washboard type roughness, 
excessive asphalt coming to the surface (bleeding), and the fonnation of potholes. 

In the fall of 1979, an asphalt concrete overlay on IH-IO near Columbus, Texas began to rut, 
shove and bleed before the project was even completed. A forensic investigation concluded that 
the primary cause of this pavement failure was aggregate susceptibility to moisture damage 
coupled with the lack of effectiveness of the anti-stripping agent being used to prevent damage 
from moisture. At that time, there was no definitive test to predict pavement moisture 
susceptibility. A major research effort was initiated by the department to have the Center for 
Transportation Research at the University of Texas to develop a suitable test for use in Texas. 
During the same time period, the National Cooperative Research Program (NCHRP) was 
sponsoring a major study to investigate this problem. As a result, the Texas State Department of 
Highways and Public Transportation (now TxDOT) adopted two tests to predict moisture 
susceptibility: Test Method Tex-530-C "Effect of Water on Bituminous Paving Mixtures" and 
Test Method Tex-531-C "Prediction of Moisture Induced Damage to Bituminous Paving 
Mixtures Using Molded Specimens". These tests are also used to evaluate the effectiveness of 
anti-stripping additives used in paving mixtures. 

Moisture damage in asphalt pavements continues to be a concern in Texas and nationwide. The 
Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) recognized the need for even better prediction 
capabilities, but no method has been developed to suitably replace the current methods. Within 
TxDOT, research is ongoing using scaled accelerated pavement testers, the Hamburg Wheel 
Track Tester and the Asphalt Pavement Analyzer, but a fmal production test of high and 
verifiable reliability has yet to be established. 

Test Description: Test Method Tex-530-C. "Effect of Water on Bituminous Paving Mixtures". 
This is a boiling-type test, where 200 grams ofthe asphalt-aggregate mixture is placed in boiling 
water for ten minutes. The mixture is then spread onto a white paper towel and visually 
examined. A second examination occurs 24 hours later. The test results are reported as the 
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estimated percent of stripping, that is, the tester makes a visual judgment as to what percentage 
of the aggregate have lost their asphalt coating as a result of the boiling process. 

The boiling test is a simple and straightforward test procedure. This ,test can be completed in just 
over 24 hours, and preliminary answers can be obtained immediately after boiling, within 20 
minutes of the actual production of the plant mix material. However, interpretation of test results 
is dependent on operator judgment, so the accuracy and precision of this test method are not 
ideaL 

Test Method Tex-530-C is primarily a field test to ensure that bituminous mixtures being 
produced have adequate moisture damage resistance (that is, anti-stripping additives are 
effectively being added to the mixture). Some districts have used Test Method Tex-530-C as a 
mixture design test in place of Test Method Tex-531-C. Since August 1997, this test has been 
precluded from use in mixture design approval. 

Basis for TxDOT Acceptance Criteria -Test Method Tex-530-C. The acceptable percent of 
stripping varies depending upon material type and application. That is, in some cases of hot-mix 
asphalt and maintenance material, no stripping (0 percent stripping) is allowed. In general, a 
tolerance of 0-1 0 percent stripping is allowed for most asphalt-aggregate paving mixtures. 

Test Description: Test Method Tex-531-C "Prediction of Moisture Induced Damage to 
Bituminous Paving Mixtures Using Molded Specimens". This test method requires the 
molding of eight asphalt-aggregate mixture specimens using the Texas gyratory 
compactor. Four of these specimens are kept dry while the remaining four specimens are 
saturated with water in a vacuum chamber, placed in a freezer at oDp for a minimum of 
fifteen hours, and finally they are submerged in a 140Dp water bath for 24 hours. All 
eight specimens are then brought to a constant temperature of 77Dp for four hours and 
tested by indirect tensile loading until failure. The average strength of the moisture 
conditioned specimens is divided by the average strength of the unconditioned specimens. The 
resulting value is known as the Tensile Strength Ratio (TSR). 

This procedure was modified in April 1997. Work coordinated by the Materials and Tests 
Division showed limited relationship between saturation level and TSR for some aggregates, 
while some aggregates with a history of stripping showed a higher probability of failing the test 
when the specimens were subjected to higher saturation percentages. Thus, a higher saturation 
was adopted to increase the likelihood that poor performing mixtures would be identified. This 
change also eliminated a time-consuming step from the test method, which is already very 
lengthy, around 3-4 days in duration. 
The time required to complete this test makes it unsuitable as a production control test. Test 
Method Tex-531-C is used for mixture design approval. 

Basis for TxDOT Acceptance Criteria -Test Method Tex-531-C. Prior to August 1997, the 
specification limit for TSR was 0.70, meaning that the conditioned specimens had to retain at 
least 70 percentofthe tensile strength of the unconditioned specimens. Continuing problems 
across the eastern and coastal areas of the state with moisture susceptible pavements prompted a 
large field assessment of stripping in the winter and spring of 1997. Results from this field study 
confirmed that specifying a TSR of 0.70, determined by the current test procedure, was 
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insufficient to ensure that materials susceptible to stripping would be eliminated at the mixture 
design phase. In addition, SHRP has recommended that the TSR should be 0.80 to ensure 
effective protection against moisture damage. Since August 1997, the TSR specification limit 
has been established at 0.80, with an additional requirement that the conditioned specimens have 
a minimum tensile strength of70 psi (480 kPa). Contractors have been noted to be USing higher 
grades of anti-stripping additives since this specification was revised. Also, results of testing in 
the Houston and Pharr district laboratories show that the new requirements are more stringent 
than the old requirements (Appendices A and B). However, the fmal measure of success with 
the new test procedure and specification requirements cannot be determined until field 
performance data can be collected from pavement constructed under these new requirements. 

2.8 REVISIONS TO AGGREGATE QUALITY STANDARDS 

Procedures and specification requirements have been revised over the years. In the early years of 
the department, traffic levels were very low. Correspondingly, there were fewer aggregate testing 
procedures. As demands on pavements increased, and as premature pavement failures indicated 
needs to prevent use of aggregates with certain characteristics, additional tests were developed 
and placed into specifications. Increased demands on pavements have included higher traffic 
levels, increased tire pressures, heavier allowable truck weights, and higher traffic speeds. 
Another significant event which affected aggregate quality requirements was the 1975 change in 
the department to design pavement structures for a 30-year design life instead of20 years. More 
durable aggregates are now needed. Currently, our tests and specifications must be adequate to 
assure performance of our pavements under not only current traffic volumes, but also under 
sharply increased traffic loadings expected in the near future. The North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) and the generally strong economy in Texas are factors which will continue 
to cause increased demands on our pavements. Future revisions to procedures and specification 
criteria may be necessary as the department continues to monitor pavement performances 
statewide under the changing traffic levels and structural needs. 
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CHAPTER 3. ECONOMIC FACTORS (COSTS) 

3.1 ECONOMIC FACTORS INFLUENCING BID PRICES 

State law requires that the department award projects based on competitive bids with the award 
going to the lowest cumulative bidder. A contractor must look for every cost reduction 
advantage in preparing his or her bid in order to be successful. Therefore, basic business practice 
drives contractors to provide the least expensive materials. In some cases this means the 
materials closest to the minimum specification requirements. 

The cost associated with the use of an individual aggregate source is dependent upon several 
factors. The most obvious factors are quarrying, crushing and processing costs. These can differ 
considerably between sources and types of aggregates. Some aggregates are harder and more 
difficult to crush, while some others may have greater quantities of undesirable elements to be 
removed from the final product. Costs to remove aggregate from the quarry can also vary 
widely. There are several important factors which are not as obvious. These include the fact that 
some aggregates may by their nature require the contractor to use expensive additives in the 
mixture being prepared. Also, some aggregates make the resulting construction material more 
difficult and labor-intensive to use at the job site. A final and considerable factor in aggregate 
cost is the distance that the aggregate must be transported from the quarry to the plant or job site. 
Therefore, it is the total cost of production and transportation, potential effect on constructability, 
and the impact on the use of other materials which determine if a contractor elects to use a given 
source of aggregate. 

The bid price, however, considers other factors as well. One important factor is competition for 
the project. In cases where transportation costs for all other competitors are high compared to 
those of a single, conveniently located source, the bidder with the considerably shorter haul 
distance may well attempt to take advantage of increased profit potential. In those cases, savings 
to the department are minimal, in actuality, compared to potential savings. 

There are other potential factors affecting bid prices which are not readily apparent. Some of 
these are the contractor's current workload and the need to keep crews busy, cash flow pressures, 
and protecting the contractor's market share (i.e., desire to keep other contractors from moving 
operations into a geographic area). These issues can impact a contractor's price but are not 
quantifiable by someone other than the estimator. On a specific project level there are additional 
internal and external factors that come into play. Specifically, raw and processed material 
availability, subcontractor availability, interaction between materials in the mixture design, 
project supervisor availability, project location, and transportation options all can enter into 
consideration. 

A unit bid price for Hot Mix Asphalt Concrete Pavement (HMACP) includes the costs of raw 
materials (production, royalties, processing, personnel, transporting, overhead and profit), plant 
production (testing, design, personnel, handling, fuel, hauling, waste, down time, equipment, 
overhead, etc.), and placement (equipment, personnel, hauling, laying, rolling, coring, profiling, 
waste, re-work, etc.). Of all these variables, the specific issues of transportation costs and 
aggregate costs are to be explored in more detaiL 
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Transportation of raw and processed materials is usually by either truck or raiL The relative 
locations of the pit, plant, and project site are key factors in the choice of transportation. Rail is 
certainly more economical for large volumes over longer hauls, but drawbacks include limited 
delivery points, and, more recently, scheduling of car availability. Trucking, on the other hand, 
can deliver to whatever point needed and is generally available from mUltiple sources, assuring 
availability when needed. With the recent deregulation of the trucking industry, contractors and 
truckers are more frequently entering long-term relationships over mUltiple projects and with 
negotiated rates. 

Remote aggregate sources using rail transportation compete with local sources relying on 
trucking in numerous areas of the state. The Yoakum District is one of these areas. In some 
districts, such as Houston, there are no truly local aggregate sources. Because of the considerable 
distances involved to even the closest sources, transportation economics is different for their 
projects than for projects in the Yoakum District. 

It is easy to see that there are many complex and highly fluid variables that impact unit bid 
prices. The most important factor of all is to assure competition. In the absence of a competitive 
market, one contractor can dictate the price of a material in a market. Any decision that gives a 
single contractor control of a market, or even the perception of control, will result in decreased 
competition by other contractors and higher prices for the department. 

3.2 AGGREGATE COSTS VERSUS TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 

The following tables show reported project cost data for coarse aggregate and hot mix asphaltic 
concrete. These are compared to the total project costs from these successful bidders. Coarse 
aggregate is the focus because it is most frequently the aggregate size transported considerable 
distances to projects. Table 1 compares these costs on overlay projects, where paving is the only 
major construction activity involved. Table 2 indicates costs on rehabilitation projects, where 
other work is more substantial. The four projects in each category are from different districts and 
are of varying size so that a feeling for the amount of variability around the state might be given. 
As shown, the costs of coarse aggregates composed only about 13 percent, on the average, of the 
total project costs on overlay projects. On rehabilitation projects, the costs of these aggregates 
averaged less than 3 percent of total project costs. 

It is interesting to note in Table 1 the differences between the costs of the hot mix pavements and 
the total project costs. Even on simple hot mix overlay projects, costs to mobilize, handle traffic, 
traffic markers and striping, and other various items amount to considerable percentages of total 
project costs. In the four projects shown in Table 1, the percentages of costs for other than the 
paving material and placement ranged from 26.9 to 40.8 percent of the total project costs. 
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TABLE I-Analysis of Coarse Aggregate Costs on Overlay Projects 

Project Tons of Bid Price Total Cost of Tons of Coarse Total Cost of Total Project % Coarse 
Hot Mix for Hot Mix Coarse Aggregate Coarse Cost Aggregate 

Hot Mix ($) Aggregate in Unit Cost Aggregate ($) Cost ofTota! 
($(fon) Hot Mix ($/ton) ($) Pn;,iect Cost 

A 72,786 28.35 2,063,483 42,216 15.80 667,012 3,486,292 19.1 
B 93,443 

~ 
_ "00(1 17k 53,263 7.20 383,494 4,520,309 8.5 

C 49,694 1,500,759 30,313 8.00 242504 2,052,766 11.8 
D 22,244 33.64 748,288 13,346 8.50 113,441 1,109,573 10.2 

Weighted Average 12.6 

TABLE 2 -Analysis of Coarse Aggregate Costs on Rehabilitation Projects 

Project Tons of Bid Price Total Cost of Tons of Coarse Total Cost of Total Project % Coarse 
Hot Mix for Hot Mix Coarse Aggregate Coarse Cost Aggregate 

Hot Mix ($) Aggregate in Unit Cost Aggregate ($) Cost of Total 
($(fon) Hot Mix ($Iton) ($) Project Cost 

A 45,982 34.85 1,602,473 28,049 15.80 443,174 10,245,989 4.3 
B 13,522 32.00 432,704 7,708 

~~ 
55,498 7,779,570 0.7 

C 16,245 36.00 ,820 9,747 77,976 4,931,531 1.6 
D 29,897 30.00 896,910 17,340 147,390 3,472,419 4.2 

Weighted Average 2.7 

It is apparent that the costs of coarse aggregates are a rather small percentage of total project 
costs. Because of this fact, there is no potential for substantially lowering total project costs on 
a statewide basis by lowering coarse aggregate quality standards to increase competition. As an 
example, based on the above average values, the use of an aggregate that costs as much as ten 
percent less than another aggregate would decrease the total project costs less than one percent in 
most cases and less than a half percent on the larger, higher cost projects. 

3.3 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE COSTS ON CONTRACT AWARDS 

The task force evaluated bidding and aggregate costs in a district which has suppliers of crushed 
gravel and limestone bidding competitively on hot mix asphaltic concrete projects. Tables 3 
through 6 show competing bids and aggregate cost information on four recent projects. The unit 
and total costs of aggr~gates shown in the tables do not include transportation costs to deliver 
them to the projects. The transportation distances for the aggregates are approximate. The 
limestone aggregate costs were obtained from the aggregate suppliers. A gravel aggregate 
supplier was not comfortable providing that information, so cost information was obtained from 
one of the supplier's customers. 
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TABLES 3 through 6 - Analysis of Bids on Four Projects 

TABLE 3 
Project 1 ---- 18,062 Tons of Type C Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete 

Coarse Fine Aggregate Total Cost of 

Bidder and Bid Price Aggregate Aggregate Shipping Aggregate Total Bid for Total Bid 
Aggregate Type for Hot Mix Unit Cost Unit Cost Distance ($) Hot Mix for Project 

($/ton) ($/ton) ($/ton) (miles) ($) ($) 

1 - Limestone 29.00 7.00 3.00 70 92,657 523,798 8,518,533 
2 - Limestone 32.00 6.75 3.75 70 95,232 577,984 9,068,808 
3 - Gravel 32.00 10.00 9.50 2 168,157 577,984 9,362,111 
4 - Limestone 32.65 5.17 3.75 70 78,965 589,724 9,463,765 

TABLE 4 
Proiect2 ---- 102,992 Tons of Type C Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete 

Coarse Fine Aggregate Total Cost of 

Bidder and Bid Price Aggregate Aggregate Shipping Aggregate Total Bid for Total Bid 
Aggregate Type for Hot Mix Unit Cost Unit Cost Distance ($) Hot Mix for Project 

($/ton) ($lton) ($/ton) (miles) ($) ($) 

1 - Limestone 29.02 6.60 3.00 
~~ 70 

528,719 2,990,176 4,520,309 
2 - Limestone 30.94 6.60 3.00 70 528,719 3,186,406 4,702,323 
3 - Gravel 31.15 10.01 9.51 30 959,612 3,205,095 4,768,350 

TABLE 5 
Project 3 --- 13,522 Tons of Tvpe C Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete 

Coarse Fine Aggregate Total Cost of 

Bidder and Bid Price Aggregate Aggregate Shipping Aggregate Total Bid for Total Bid 
Aggregate Type for Hot Mix Unit Cost Unit Cost Distance ($) Hot Mix for Project 

($/ton) ($Iton) ($/ton) (miles) ($) ($) 

1 - Gravel 32.00 10.00 9.50 On Project 125,889 432,704 7779,570 
2 - Limestone 35.00 7.00 3.00 70 69,368 473,270 8,124228 
3 - Limestone 31.40 5.17 3.75 70 59,117 424590 8,462,662 
4 - Limestone 28.85 6.75 3.75 70 71,295 390,110 8,731,816 

TABLE 6 
Project 4 ----- 59,745 Tons of Tvpe C Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete 

Coarse Fine Aggregate Total Cost of 
Bidder and Bid Price Aggregate Aggregate Shipping Aggregate Total Bid for Total Bid 

Aggregate Type for Hot Mix Unit Cost Unit Cost Distance ($) Hot Mix for Project 
($ lton) ($/ton) ($ fton) (miles) ($) ($) 

1 - Gravel 27.67 10.01 9.51 20 556,607 1,653,100 2,664,546 
2 - Limestone 28.12 5.17 3.76 90 261,363 1,680,200 2,766,340 
3 - Limestone 29.19 6.60 3.00 90 306,675 1,744,156 2,840,428 
4 - Limestone 32.59 6.76 3.76 90 315,427 1,946,864 3,106,619 
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A first observation is that the contractor with the lowest hot mix bid price was usually the 
successful low bidder on the project. However, in only one case does it appear that the lower 
cost of the hot mix actually made the difference in winning the contract. 

Another observation is that the price of crushed gravel at the gate of the aggregate source is 
considerable higher than that of limestone. The reported prices for crushed gravel were 
sometimes double that for limestone. This could be due to higher production costs andlor other 
economic factors mentioned earlier. 

The higher gravel aggregate costs appear to be a primary reason that shipping distances must be 
considerably shorter for the gravel to successfully compete with the limestone sources. The local 
gravel aggregate was successful on two of the three projects where the difference in aggregate 
transportation distance was approximately 70 miles. This indicates that this is the approximate 
point where savings in transportation costs offset the higher cost of the aggregate in hot mix 
asphaltic concrete in this area of the state. 

3.4 ECONOMY BASED ON A LONG-TERM ANALYSIS 

Certainly there are areas in the state where lower total project costs would result if aggregate 
quality requirements are lowered enough. This savings in initial project cost must be balanced, 
however, against the potential for the substandard or at least marginal quality material to either 
cause or contribute to an early loss of pavement performance. The cost to replace a pavement is 
many times greater than the difference in cost between two aggregates on a given project. 

For purposes of an example, information was gathered from a project in central Texas requiring 
99,492 mgr of Type C hot mix asphaltic concrete: 

Aggregate 1-The aggregate cost was $562,947, and the hauling cost was estimated at 
$767,697 (70 miles at $0. 1 Olton/mile). The bid price for the hot mix was $32.00/mgr. 

Aggregate 2 - The aggregate cost was $1,020,784, and the hauling cost was estimated at 
$198,984 (20 miles at $0.1 Olton/mile). The bid price for the hot mix was $34.30/mgr. 

In this case, the local aggregate (Aggregate 2) was not the low bid material even though enjoying 
a considerable haul distance advantage. Additional costs to produce Aggregate 2 and other 
contractor costs may have been Significant factors. 

For the sake of an example to show that initial savings can easily be offset by rehabilitation costs, 
the below calculation assumes that the aggregate costs are the same for both aggregates. Only 
the haul distance differs. In that case, the savings in using the local material would be $568,713. 

Should that project rut, strip, or ravel to the point of requiring the hot mix to be removed and 
replaced, costs to the department are estimated at $948,000 for milling and $3,184,000 for the 
hot mix. There would be other expenses as well, including user costs when lanes had to be 
closed again to do the work. But just considering the milling and hot mix costs, if Aggregate 2 
was borderline in quality, and if only one project in seven failed because of the borderline quality 
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in the aggregate, the initial savings on the seven projects would be more than offset by the one 
which failed and required replacement. 

Based on the actual bid prices on this project, and the fact that contractors do consider 
competition and many other factors when bidding, one pavement failure would probably more 
than offset savings from closer to twice that many successful projects using these materials. 
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CHAPTER 4. PERFORMANCE FACTORS (BENEFITS) 

Differences in aggregate properties cari and do significantly affect the performance of the 
aggregate and, consequently, the structural performance of the pavement. For example, the 
surface texture and angularity of an aggregate have a major affect on strength, compactability, 
and skid resistance of an asphalt-aggregate paving mixture. The toughness of an aggregate 
affects its ability to carry traffic loads without fracturing. Therefore, specification criteria which 
set acceptability limits for aggregate properties are extremely important in assuring desired 
performance in constructed pavements. 

Comparing the benefits to be obtained from the use of different aggregates is a difficult 
proposition. Since benefits are in terms of pavement performance, one approach would be to 
place comparison test sections and observe differences in performance. This approach, however, 
would only compare several of the hundreds of aggregate sources and combinations of sources 
used in Texas. It would also require many years to complete an evaluation of relative benefits in 
this manner. 

An alternative approach, more expedient and more global in nature, is to study the performance 
of pavements which have been placed in service in the past. These pavements hold the answer to 
a very central question. That question is if the department's quality standards for aggregates are 
proper, or, as suggested by an occasional aggregate producer, do they require higher quality than 
necessary for the aggregate to perform their functions in the pavement structure. 

For this reason, the benefits analysis of this report relies in large measure on actual pavement 
performance case histories. Case histories where marginal quality materials were used and 
desired perfonnance was not obtained are the focus because they offer the best insight into where 
specification requirements should be established. These histories also offer a stem reminder of 
the importance of maintaining proper aggregate quality standards in department specifications 

4.1 PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE mSTORIES - AGGREGATE SOUNDNESS 

As discussed in some detail in Chapter 2, the magnesium sulfate soundness test is used to 
measure an aggregate's resistance to disintegration. 

Through years of experience, TxDOT has learned that soundness specification requirements of 
30 percent will usually eliminate aggregates which have a tendency to crush during production or 
during the pavement compaction process. Aggregates which crush or disintegrate allow a 
reduction in the amount of coarser aggregate to carry traffic loads, and they also generate 
excessive amounts of fine particles in the paving mixture. Excessive amounts of fine particles 
can cause various performance problems in the new paving surface. Forensic pavement 
investigations perfonned by the department to detennine causes of premature failures have found 
that poor or marginally sound aggregates have caused or contributed to early pavement failures. 
Summaries of several forensic studies follow. The forensic reports are included in the 
appendices. 
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1. In 1996, a section of a project on US 83 in west Texas suffered excessive cracking 
caused by de-bonding of the surface layer from the level-up course. As stated in the 
forensic report, the cracking appeared to be caused by a lack of free asphalt film due 
to an extremely high percentage of very fme dust in the aggregates. The increased 
surface area resulting from this condition "robbed" free asphalt from the mixture, 
resulting in a mixture with inadequate bonding characteristics. Magnesium soundness 
test results ranged from 22.0 to 30.5 percent on this project, making the aggregate 
marginal according to commonly specified requirements. (See Appendix C.) 

2. In 1994, a project on IH 10 had a problem with flushing and rutting. These were 
caused by high laboratory densities, which in turn were attributed to excessive 
amounts of very fine dust in the mixture. The excessive amount of dust was 
apparently generated by degradation of coarse aggregate during the plant mixing 
process. Magnesium sulfate soundness test results on the most common coarse 
aggregate size ranged from 27.0 to 28.0 percent. Stockpiles of smaller coarse 
aggregates tested in the low to mid 40s. (See Appendix D.) 

In addition to these forensic reports, the Center for Transportation Research at The University of 
Texas in Austin performed research on the soundness test and reported its finding in a report 
entitled "Evaluation of the 4-Cycle Magnesium Sulfate Soundness Test" (Research Report 438-
IF). The Abstract, Summary, Introduction, and the Summary and Conclusions portions of the 
report, found in the appendices, include strong support for the use of soundness testing for hot 
mix paving aggregates. (See Appendix E.) The highlights of this report are as follows: 

1. The soundness test was the best among seven evaluated tests in predicting 
performance of aggregate. It was recommended that specifications include this test 
for evaluating aggregate quality. 

2. The soundness test is successful in indicating soft, absorptive aggregates that wear 
readily during construction or under traffic. 

3. Most districts, after implementing soundness testing, have experienced improved 
performance in pavements. 

4. A 30 percent soundness limit on aggregates for hot mixes and a 25 percent limit on 
aggregates for seal coats are likely to improve performance of roadways. Also, roads 
constructed with a soundness limit greater than 30 percent showed extensive signs of 
surface disintegration. 

5. When blends of aggregate are used, the soundness test should be performed on each 
individual aggregate. 

Finally, the Center for Transportation Research performed research entitled "Compaction of 
Asphalt Mixtures and the Use of Vibratory Rollers" (Research Report 317-1). Pages 6 and 7 of 
this report address soundness as an aggregate property which affects the resistance of the 
mixture to compaction. The report further states that unsound aggregate may fracture under the 
dynamic loading of vibratory rollers which will effectively change the gradation of the mixture, 
may reduce actual density, or may increase the susceptibility of the mixture to moisture damage 
from stripping. (See Appendix F.) 
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4.2 PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE mSTORIES - MOISTURE DAMAGE 
(STRIPPING) 

Asphalt pavement mixtures can suffer extreme damage due to the adverse effects of moisture. 
Several forms of such damage occur, but stripping is the major cause of distress of asphalt 
mixtures due to moisture. Stripping describes the loss of adhesion between aggregates and 
binder due to the presence of moisture in the asphalt matrix (i.e., the physical separation of the 
asphalt cement and the aggregate). 

Stripping, a distress mechanism, can manifest itself by three types of failure: fracture 
(longitudinal or "alligator" cracking); distortion (rutting, shoving or wash-boarding); or, 
disintegration (raveling, shelling or potholes). 

Several factors affect the moisture susceptibility of asphalt mixtures: environment, aggregate 
type, and asphalt cement and mixture properties. High traffic also contributes to stripping in 
asphalt pavements. 

In Texas, siliceous aggregates and rhyolite have shown a greater propensity for stripping than 
other aggregate types. These are evidenced by the following forensic investigations. 

1. In 1995, an evaluation of 1.5 miles of IH 35 in south Texas was performed. The 
distress was evidenced by surface flushing and deep wheel ruts. The distress was 
confined to the outside northbound lane, and represented approximately one typical 
day's production. It is believed to be due to the use of gravel combined with, perhaps, 
a problem with the addition of the lime admixture used as an anti-strip agent. (See 
Appendix G.) 

2. In 1996, a forensic study on IH 30 in northeast Texas was conducted. The findings 
concluded that the surface cracking and potholes are stripping due to strip-susceptible 
aggregates and the presence of excessive moisture in the pavements. (See 
Appendix H and the Sand Equivalent section in Chapter 2.) 

3. In 1995, IH 27 in the Texas panhandle was investigated due to the presence of regular 
transverse cracking at 30- to 50-foot intervals with longitudinal cracking in the wheel 
paths. Pumping from the cracks and potholes have appeared, primarily in the left 
wheel path of the outside lane. The causes are believed to be an existing weak 
subgrade, an existing gravel base which has a history of moisture damage, and the 
new asphalt mixture made from a gravel which has historically shown a susceptibility 
to stripping. (See Appendix I.) 

4. During the summer of 1996, a section oflH 20 between Abilene and Fort Worth 
showed rutting and shovjng in various locations. Based on field and laboratory 
investigations, the problems were found to be caused by stripping of the bottom three 
inches of the asphaltic concrete surface. (See Appendix J.) 

In addition to the above case studies, a joint industry-TxDOT team was formed in 1995 to 
evaluate and make recommendations for improving the performance of crushed gravel hot mix in 
northeast Texas. The Executive Summary of the report is in Appendix K. The team identified 
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two foremost pavement performance concerns, loss of asphalt-aggregate bond (stripping) and 
raveling. Their recommendations center on the stripping issue. 

Finally, Materials and Tests Division representatives were in a coastal district in the spring of 
1997 gathering data on polish values. As a part of this effort, cores were taken from numerous 
asphalt pavements at randomly selected sites. These cores (see pictures in Appendix L) are very 
infonnative. Limestone roadways up to 8+ years old showed little or no stripping. Gravel 
pavements as little as four years old were completely stripped (one gravel road, only slightly 
more than 12 year old, was still in very good.condition). Several roadways had both limestone or 
sandstone layers and gravel layers. The gravel layers were anywhere from moderately stripped to 
completely stripped; the limestone/sandstone layers were not. It is important to note that the 
gravel roadways which stripped were treated with anti-strip agent, usually at 1 percent by weight 
of the asphalt (a standard dosage rate), and were tested using Test Method 531-C. 
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CHAPTER 5. AGGREGATE USE IN BASE MATERIALS 

5.1 BACKGROUND 

The vast number of aggregate sources in Texas also meet the needs of transportation contractors 
for aggregate base materials. The current standard specification for aggregate base, Item 247, is 
written such that the project design engineer is responsible for selecting the type of base to be 
utilized. The current specifications are also written such that aggregate base materials are 
specified primarily according to aggregate mineralogy. As examples, the designer may specify 
Type A, which requires that a crushed stone be used, or the designer may select Type B, which 
requires use of crushed or uncrushed gravel. The designer's selection is based upon availability 
of materials in the project area (costs) and the designer's prior experience with performance of 
those materials (benefits). This procedure has been in place since the 1951 specifications were 
published. 

Although not the most desirable manner of specifying aggregate base, as discussed in more detail 
later, this procedure functioned rather well for several reasons. In the early days of the 
department, the shipping of aggregate materials over distances more than about twenty miles was 
quite difficult and costly. Since the different mineralogy types tend to be regionally located in 
Texas, in many cases the designer simply specified the only mineral type of aggregate available 
in the market area of the project. This often resulted in the use of a local material due to initial 
cost restraints as opposed to being based on engineering design considerations. Also, it should 
be noted that these roadways were not subjected to the traffic volumes and vehicle loads of today, 
and less-advanced pavement design methodology allowed more conservative design thicknesses 
to be built. 

This approach to specifying aggregate base is less desirable today than in earlier years because a 
number of factors have changed. With the modem advances in transportation and the 
development of a state and nationwide infrastructure, the task of shipping materials has become 
significantly less cumbersome over time. In today's construction arena, it is not uncommon for 
materials to be shipped one hundred miles or more for use in construction. Therefore, there is 
more overlap of market areas for the various mineralogical aggregate types. Also, because the 
roadways of today are required to withstand heavier loads and much greater volumes of traffic, it 
has become more critical that pavement designs and their base layer thicknesses be based on 
engineering properties. The department must take advantage of newer technology as it becomes 
available. 

5.2 COST COMPARISON OF ALTERNATE MATERIALS 

As discussed in Chapter 2, there are some areas of the state that do not have quality local 
materials to use in construction. There are also areas that have numerous sources of several 
mineralogical types available to compete on projects. A district in one area of the state that has 
two mineral types close enough to compete has utilized an alternate bidding item to allow this 
competition. The primary bid items provide for Type B gravel with 1.5 percent by weight lime to 
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be added. The alternate bid item allows for the use of Type D limestone. The 1.5 percent oflime 
required with the gravel base was determined through laboratory tests to be necessary for the 
gravels in that area to meet the desired Class 1 triaxial classification. Regardless of the material 
selected, the quantity of material required on each project remains the same, and either material 
must meet a Class I triaxial classification. 

The following table outlines the bidding data associated with several of these projects. The bid 
prices for the base in these tables include the costs to deliver the materials. It was noted that the 
closer gravel materials appeared to be cost competitive when the distance of the haul was less 
than about twenty miles. When the gravel materials were located farther from the project than 
that, then the advantage of its use appeared to diminish to the point that limestone producers 
could successfully compete while transporting their materials a hundred miles or more. 

TABLES 7 through 9 Bidding Data On Projects With Allowable Base Alternates 
TABLE 7 

Project 1 ----- Grading, Structures, Surfacing ----- Base Quantity: 120,000 CY 
Bidder Base Selected By Bidder Unit Bid Price For Total Project Bid 

Base Price 
1 Item 247 (TY B)(Gravel with Lime) $ 18.90/CY $ 8,518,533 
2 Item 247 (TY B)(Gravel with Lime) $ 12.00/CY $ 9,068,808 
3 Item 247 (TY B)(Gravel with Lime) $ 13.14/CY $ 9,372,111 
4 Item 247 (TY B)(Gravel with Lime) $ 12.50/CY $9,463,765 

The TY D (Limestone) alternate bid item was not bid on Project I by any of the bidders. There 
were numerous gravel sources available within a twenty mile radius of this project. 

The bid price for base from the low bidder on Project 1 is much higher than those from the 
competition. The low bidder is purchasing base while the competitors were going to supply their 
own base materiaL The higher bid price for the base by the successful bidder was more than 
made up by the bidder's lower bid price for embankment materials. 

TABLE 8 
Project 2 ----- Shoulder and ACP Overlay ----- Base Quantity: 40,089 CY 

Bidder Base Selected By Bidder Unit Bid Price For Total Project Bid 
Base Price 

1 Item 247 (TY D )(Limestone) $ 19.19/CY $ 2,282,305 
2 Item 247 (TY B)(Gravel with Lime) $ 19.26/CY $ 2,310,242 
" Item 247 (TY D)(Limestone) $ 24.66/CY $ 2,525,343 " 4 Item 247 (TY B)(Gravel with Lime) $ 21.411CY $ 2,555,708 
5 Item 247 (TY D) (Limestone ) $ 26.76/CY $ 2,734,267 
6 Item 247 (TY D )(Limestone) $ 31.12/CY 5) 3,061,474 

The nearest gravel source to Project 2 was approximately twenty miles. This resulted in 
competitive bids using both types of aggregate. 
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TABLE 9 
Project 3 ----- Grading, Structures, Surfacing ----- Base Quantity: 30,606 CY 

Bidder Base Selected By Bidder Unit Bid Price For Total Project Bid 
Base Price 

1 Item 247 (TY D)(Limestone) $ 22.24/CY $ 2,570,380 . 
2 Item 247 (TY D)(Limestone) $ 22.93/CY $ 2,585,167 
3 Item 247 (TY D)(Limestone) $ 22.55/CY $ 2615,596 
4 Item 247 (TY D)(Limestone) $ 19.111CY $ 2,742,982 
5 Item 247 (TY D)(Limestone) $ 26.76/CY $ 2,809,545 

The TY B (Gravel with 1.5% lime) prime bid item was not bid on Project 3 by any of the bidders 
even though one gravel source was located within approximately fifteen miles of the project. 
The limestone material was shipped by rail to one end of the project from a source approximately 
one hundred miles away. 

From these projects, it would appear that shipping costs associated with base materials may have 
a greater effect on the source selected for use than do the costs of the materials themselves. As 
shown in Project 3, there are factors other than distance. Efficiency in transportation can be as 
critical to the selection process for base as is the distance to be transported. 

It should be noted in this discussion that the requirement for the addition of lime to meet Class 1 
requirements is undoubtedly a factor in the distance that gravel base can be transported and still 
compete favorably in this market area. 

5.3 PAVEMENT DESIGN AND TESTING CONSIDERATIONS 

Current aggregate base testing technology does not adequately address all department needs. The 
Texas triaxial test method is currently used to accept aggregate materials in the stockpile. While 
this test measures some engineering properties, these properties are not adequate in themselves 
for use in the current pavement design method. Instead, the department uses generally 
established values for each type of material layer in the design process. The triaxial test is also 
inadequate for verifying as-constructed properties of new base layers. The department currently 
relies primarily on density testing to determine adequacy of construction. Density is an indirect 
measure, based on assumptions, that the layer possesses the designed engineering properties. 
Research needs to be done to obtain improved testing technology. It is highly desirable that a 
test be developed that can be specified and used in the laboratory, that can provide needed 
engineering input for the pavement design, and that can be subsequently used to verify as
constructed layer properties in the field. A three-year study at the University of Texas at EI Paso, 
Project 1735, "Development of Structural Field Testing of Flexible Pavement Layers", has begun 
work in this effort. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the department is moving toward a more mechanistic pavement 
design procedure. Improvements in pavement design technology also require advancement in 
testing procedures if the full benefits are to be obtained. 

Until further advances can be made in these testing areas, it is recommended that the individual 
districts continue to review their specific project requirements and local source options to ensure 
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that competition is maximized while ensuring that an acceptable pavement perfonnance is 
obtained. Also, it is recommended that a Special Provision to Item 247 be approved for 
statewide use which includes a Type E designation. Type E would allow use of either Type A or 
Type C. (See Appendix M for draft Special Provision.) 
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CHAPTER 6. BLENDING AGGREGATES FOR DEPARTMENT 
APPLICATIONS 

Blending of materials to meet specification quality requirements is currently allowed in specific 
cases. In other cases, it is not allowed. The decision on whether or not to allow blending is 
generally based on the reliability of the blended sample test result to indicate the performance to 
be expected. Other factors can also be involved, such as the ability of the department to properly 
inspect the blending operation to assUre that the approved blend percentages are being used in the 
production of materials. 

Examples where blending is allowed are for polish value and sand equivalent value requirements. 
In the case of polish value, a blend percentage is approved, and monitoring of production 
blending is relatively easy as it is done using calibrated cold feeds at the hot mix plant. For sand 
equivalent, which measures clay-sized impurities in the blended aggregate, it is the total amount 
of impurities which is of consequence. Therefore,the testing of a blended sample is actually the 
optimum method of testing. 

However, blending is not allowed for many other quality requirements, including the soundness 
test. Since soundness testing measures the internal strength of aggregates, and since these 
aggregates are stacked on top of each other to carry traffic loads from the surface to the 
sub grade, a pavement layer cannot be much stronger than its weakest aggregate component. 
Therefore, blending some durable aggregates with softer aggregates has the affect of improving 
test results without significantly improving the pavement performance. This conclusion was also 
reached by University of Texas researchers studying the soundness test in 1987. They concluded 
from their project visits that the practice of specifying a 40 percent limit on blended aggregates 
was not effective in obtaining desired aggregate performance. They reported that problems 
occurred when rather soft aggregates (up to a soundness loss of 60 to 70 percent) were blended 
with hard aggregates. The soft aggregates still broke down under traffic or resulted in pavement 
cracking. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Quality of the aggregate has a considerable effect on pavement performance. 

2. The cost to rehabilitate or reconstruct an occasional pavement normally exceeds the potential 
cumulative savings from use of marginal quality materials. 

3. The magnesium sulfate soundness test provides a valuable indicator of the toughness of an 
aggregate. It is a measure ofthe probability ofthe aggregate to fracture or to be pulverized 
during the construction process and under traffic. 

4. The department standard minimum specification requirement for magnesium sulfate 
soundness is more lenient than those specified by many other agencies. However, this 
requirement has been validated based on pavement performance experience in Texas. 
Forensic studies indicate that there is little, if any, safety factor built in to current soundness 
specification requirements. 

5. The department standard specification allows the experience oflocal project designers to 
specify an alternative value for magnesium sulfate soundness loss. This flexibility provides 
maximum opportunity for the use of local materials that have proven an ability to perform 
adequately on a consistent basis. 

6. The decision on whether or not to allow blending should be based on the reliability of the 
blended sample test result to indicate the performance to be expected. Blending aggregate 
sources to meet magnesium sulfate soundness test requirements can allow combinations of 
aggregate which will perform only to the level of the lowest quality material in the blend. 
Therefore, allowing blending to meet this requirement is not recommended. 

7. The loss of bond between aggregates and asphalt (stripping) is a continuing problem in Texas 
pavements. Test procedures and corresponding specification requirements used through 1996 
have been found inadequate to preclude stripping prone materials from being used in several 
areas of Texas. Revised test procedures and specification requirements are more stringent, 
but it is yet to be determined if they adequately address the stripping problem on a statewide 
basis. 

8. Currently available testing procedures for flexible base aggregate are inadequate to allow 
basing acceptance on the engineering properties pertinent to the pavement design. 

9. While it is clear that over-specifying quality i;; not in the best interest of the department and 
taxpayers, the findings strongly support a conservative approach in selecting quality standards 
for aggregates used in the construction of transportation facilities. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Quality requirements for aggregates should be based on the cost-effectiveness of the 
pavement performance to be provided. All costs associated with the occasional replacement 
of failed pavements, including inconvenience to the traveling public, must be included in 
these considerations. 

2. Standard specifications regarding magnesium sulfate soundness testing should remain as 
currently required. 

3. Future changes in aggregate quality requirements, including blending, should be based on 
engineering judgment and pavement performance. 

4. Performance of the revised test procedure and specification requirements for moisture 
susceptibility should be evaluated for adequacy in precluding moisture susceptible mixtures 
from being used in Texas. 

5. Continued emphasis on research is recommended to develop aggregate base testing 
procedures that are in concert with pavement design methods and which are suitable for field 
and laboratory use. These methods should replace current specification practice of selecting 
aggregate base type by mineralogy as soon as technological advances allow. 

6. Districts should continue to review local material options during the project development 
phase so that local materials which will perform adequately on a consistent basis in those 
applications are allowed by the specifications and special provisions. 

7. To assure cost-effectiveness in aggregate material selection, and to assure maximum use of 
local materials, final decisions regarding aggregate requirements for individual project 
conditions must remain with the project engineer.· Plan note and special provision avenues 
must remain available for this purpose. 
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Purpose of Studies 

The Materials and Tests Division has recently come up with a new specification requirement and 
a revised 531-C test procedures for the prediction of moisture-induced damage to bituminous 
paving materials using molded specimens. This is a preliminary study to access if there exists 
any effect to the existing job mix for Houston projects. 

Scope 

The scope of this laboratory study included the following items: 

1. Materials selection and sampling 
2. Test evaluation on the old and revised test methods 
3. Analyzing test results from the two methods 
4. Comparison of the old and new specification requirements 

Materials selection and sampling 

Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Type-D Surface Materials were carefully selected within Houston 
District Projects. These materials were confirmed to comply with our old project specification 
when tested using the old 531-C test method. 14 separate groups of samples were taken from 
several hot mix plant during construction and reduced to test sample portion for tests. 

Test evaluation on the old and revised test methods 

Individual materials were molded into sets of twelve (4 inches diameter) specimens at the 
Houston District Laboratory at 121°C to a compacted density of93±1 % using the Texas 
Gyratory Press. Samples were allowed to stand at room temperature for 24 hours, divided into 
three groups and tested using the following procedures: 

Group one - Unconditioned Specimens 

• Specimens were tested for indirect tensile strength at dry condition at 25±0.5°C 

Group two - Moisture Conditioned using old method 

• Samples were submerged in water and vacuumed to 60 to 80% saturation 
• Saturated samples were conditioned: in a freezer at -18±3°C for a minimum of 15 

hours; in a water bath at 60±3°C for 24±2 hours 
• Conditioned specimens were tested for indirect tensile strength at 25±0.5°C 
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Group three - Moisture Conditioned using revised method 
• Samples were submerged in water and vacuumed for 30 minutes at 711mm Hg 
• Saturated samples were conditioned: in a freezer at -18±3°C for a minimum of 15 

hours; in a water bath at 60±3°C for 24±2 hours 
• Conditioned specimens were tested for indirect tensile strength at 25±0.5°C 

Analyzing test results from the two methods 

Laboratory results were computed and summarized from all three groups of samples. Table 1 
revealed the test results on Average Tensile Strength and their appropriate Average Tensile 
Strength Ratios. Figure 1 and figure 2 illustrated the data in a bar chart with results from both 
the old and revised test methods. 

Comparison of the old and new specification requirements 

Test results were further evaluated to check for specification compliance. Table 2 tabulated the 
data to show the possible effects due to the changes of specification criteria. 

Conclusion 

From the above studies, the following conclusion are made: 

1. The revised test method shows a lower Tensile Strength when process through the new 
specimen saturation procedures. Test data showed a decrease in Tensile Strength Ratio 
ranging from 5 to 20% dropped. In my opinion, the lower in strength is a direct effect from 
the severe sample saturation introduced by this revised 531-C test method. 

2. From table 2, it can be concluded that, among the fourteen samples that passes the old TSR 
specification requirement of"0.7", nine out of fourteen samples will pass the new TSR 
specification criteria of "0.8" when using the old 531-C test method. When adopting the 
revised test procedures, only two out of fourteen samples passes the TSR requirements. 

3. Test results also reveals that half ofthe fourteen samples failed to comply with the new 
Tensile Strength requirements of70psi. 

4. Based on this preliminary study, most of the existing hot mix materials using in Houston 
District will fail to comply with the new specification requirements. Individual contractors 
will have to make their own adjustments in their mixes to cope with the new changes. 
Further studies will be required to conclude the exact impact to our projects when acquiring 
these changes. 
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Table 1. Summaries of test results 

Sample Anti- Unconditioned Old 531 "C Method Revised 531-C Method 
Number Strip Tensile Tensile Strength TSRRatio I Tensile Strength TSRRatio , .. 

I Strength 
1 0.5% 79.7 65 .8 0.83 62.3 0.78 
2 0.5% 82.4 I 68 .1 0.83 58 .0 0.70 
3 0.8% 73.4 65.2 0.89 55 .3 I 0.75 
4 I 0% 87.3 61.3 I~ 0.70 57.4 

, 

0.66 
5 0.5% 104.3 92.6 I 0.89 'I 86.9 0.83 
6 1.0% I 93.5 77.3 0.83 70.9 0.76 
7 0% 87.4 67.2 0.77 58 .1 0.67 
8 I 0% 108.4 77.9 0.72 60.4 0.56 
9 I 0.6% 121.4 I 115.3 0.95 98.2 0.81 

---J 

I 10 0.8% 'I 113.9 82.6 I 0.73 I 72.3 0.63 
11 0% 109.0 71.3 0.70 67.1 0.62 
12 1.2% 119.0 96.0 0.81 91.4 0.77 I 

13 1.0% 114.4 I 99.0 0.87 83 .7 0.73 I 

14 I 1.0% 121.7 101.9 !I 0.84 92.8 0.76 

Table 2. New and Old Specification Comparison 

Old 531-C Method Revised 531-C Method 
Sample .Tensile Strength TSRRa.tio. Tensile Strength TSRRatio 
Number Specification: TSRO.7 min. Specification: Strength 70psi min. TSR 0.8 min. 

1 65 .8 0.83 62.3 I Failed 0.78 Failed 
2 68.1 0 .83 58.0 Failed I 0.70 Failed 

-

3 65.2 I 0.89 55.3 Failed 0.75 Failed 
4 61.3 I 0.70 57.4 Failed 0.66 

, 

Failed I 

5 92.6 0.89 86.9 Passed 0.83 Passed 
6 I 77.3 0.83 70.9 Failed 0.76 Failed 
7 67.2 0.77 58 .1 Failed i 0.67 Failed 
8 77.9 0.72 I 60.4 Failed 0.56 Failed 
9 115.3 0.95 98 .2 Passed 0.81 Passed 
10 82.6 0.73 72.3 Passed 0.63 Failed 

11 71.3 0.65 I 67.1 Failed 0.62 Failed 

12 96.0 0.81 91.4 Passed 0.77 I Failed I 

13 99.0 0.87 83 .7 Passed 0.73 f ailed 
14 101.9 0.84 92.8 Passed 0.76 Failed 
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To: 

From: 

Subject: 

MEMORANDUM 

Mr. Blair Haynie, P.E. . ~June 28, 1996 

Maqhsoud Tahmoressi, P.E. ~ originating 
Section 

Test Results on Cracked AC'45P M&T/Bituminous 
portions of US 83 

We have completed our testinq of samples you had sent us fram 
the above referenced project. Test results are ~rized in 
the attached table. 

The nature of failure indicates that cracking is caused by 
debondinq of the surface layer from the level-up course. The 
debondinq appears to have been caused by lack of free asphalt 
film in the surface course. Examination of the attached test 
Iesults indicate that extremely high percentaqe of minus 200 
material could be the source of the problem. 

To either prove or disprove this theory, it would be helpful 
to test same of the cores fram the -qoodW portions of the SBS 
test section. 

Please let me know if we can be of any assistance. 

MT:jjl 
Attachment 

cc: Mr. Thomas Bohuslav, P.E. 
Ms. Jeraldene Anderson 
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SUMMARY OF FORENSIC TEST RESULTS 
CSJ 0034,02-027 

US 83. TAYLOR COUNTY 

f~;r::s;;!;nt pa~lii;Lng 
Sample Sample 

Sieve ~ liQ.......2 

5/8 100 99.7 
3/8 66.0 71.2 
4 38.5 41.8 
10 26.7 28.9 
40 19.7 20.5 
80 16.3 17.2 
200 11.9 12.9 

AC Content 5.7 6.0 
Penetration, 77°F 33 32 

Viscosity, 140°F 28,369 32,591 
SBS Content 2 1.5 
Avq Lab Density 96.3 96.5 
Avq Creep Stiffness 12,208 11,485 
Avq Creep Slope 5.3 3.7 
Avq Permanent Strain 0.37 0.33 
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Specification 
Limits 

95 100 ,~ 

50 - 70 
30 · 45 
15 · 25 

6 · 20 
6 - 18 
6 - 10 

'L 

N/A 
Min 50 

-Max 74 
Min 4,500 
Min 3.0 
96 - 98 
Min 6.000 I Max 4.0 
Max 0.6 
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Table 1. Summary of Core Test Results 

Part A. Core Densities 

Core Rut Depth, Density 
Location Station Direction Inches Wheel Path Between W.P. 

1 701+00 WestBound 1/8 ' 97.7 95.0 
1 701+00 WestBound 1/8 • 97.3 95.1 

Average 97.5 95.1 

2 542+00 WestBound 1/4 • 97.8 96.6 
2 542+00 WestBound 1/4" 97.S 95.S 

Avera~e 97.8 96.2 

3 504+00 EastBound 3/4" 97.6 96.6 
3 504+00 EastBound 3/4· . 97.2 96.S 

Average 97.4 96.7 

1'lIrt n. Mixturo Illrormntion 

location 1 2 3 I 

Sieve , 
In." 100 100 HlO! 
3/8" 97.9 97.6 98.4 
#4 63.2 61.5 63.4 
# 10 35.3 35.1 38.7 
#40 19.1 18.2 20.2 
#80 11.3 11.2 11.9 
#200 7.3 7.8 7.6 

ACContent 5.1 5.4 4.8 

Viscosity 4682 3273 2978 
Penetration 40 47 41 

Remarb -
Bottom of Bachelor Hill, Minor rutting 

I 

Rutting in this location is typical 
for the majority of the project 

Top of Bacbelor HiLI, Severe rutting 
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To: 

From: 

Subject: 

Memorandu 

Mr. William G. Burnett, P.E. 

Maghsoud Tahmoressi, P.E. 

Investigation of Flushing and Rutting on 
m.lO, Crockett County, San Angelo District 

Date: August 22, 1994-

Originating 
Section M&T /Bituminous 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation on August 18, 1994 regarding above referenced 
project, I travelled to San Angelo District to survey the project and gather information. I 
met with Messrs. Walter McCullough, Dennis Wllde, Victor Pinon, Paul Chevalier and Jeny 
Fields and discussed the project. The Area Engineer provided me a -romplete and well
organized copy of all pertinent construction data. 

We travelled to the site and performed a visual inspection and obtained cores and rut depth 
measurements. Rutting and flushing is evident in the outside lane in both di,rections. 
Typical rut depth throughout the project is 1/4 inch. The most severe rutting is evident in 
the east bound outside lane of Bachelor Hill. Rut depth in this area is approximately 3/4 
inch. 

I performed an analysis of the construction data and summary of results are shown in 
Figures 1 through 3. 

High Lab Density is the cause of distress in this project (FtgUI'e 1). The high lab density is 
attributed to excessive amounts of passing No. 200 aggregate (-#200) in the mix (Figure 2). 
The excessive amount of -#200 is generated by degradation of coarse aggregate in the plant 
(Figure 3). 

Results of core testing are shown in Table 1. The in-place density between wheel path is 
more than 95.0% and the wheel path density is approacb.i.ng 98%. This indicates that 
slightly more densification in the wheel path is expected to occur. It is anticipated that 
plastic: deformation will continue to take place throughout the job. Sieve analysis of cores 
indicate that excessive amount of material passing No. 200 sieve is the primaIy cause of the 
distress. 

Tests on recovered asphalt indicate that the asphalt is significantly more aged than expected 
for an AC-IO. 

Based on the analysis of the available data, it is evident that similar situations can be 
avoided by either not using ~Iy soft aggregate or wasting the fines which are 
collected in the baghouse instead of feeding them back into the mix. This project was 
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constructed under Special Specification 3834 (non-QC/QA) and the aggregate met 
specification requirements. 

I appreciate the cooperation and assistance which I received from the Area office and the 
District office in conducting this investigation. Please contact me at 465-7603 if you wish 
to discuss this further. 

MT:jjl 
Attachments 

cc: Mr. Bobby Templeton, P.E
Mr. Walter McCullough, P.E
Ms. Katherine Ii. Hargett, P.E. 
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IH-10, Crocket County 
San Angelo District 
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IH -1 0, Crocket County 
San Angelo District 
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Table 1. Summary of Core Test Results 

Part A. Core Densities 

Core Rut Deptb, Density 
Location Station Direction Incbes Wheel Path Between W.P. 

1 701+00 WestBound 1/8 " 97.7 95.0 
1 701+00 WestBound 1/8 « 97.3 95.1 

Average 
-

97.5 95.1 

2 542+00 WestBound 1/4 n 97.8 96.6 
2 542+00 WestBound 1/4 " 97.8 95.8 

Averazc 97.8 96.2 
---

3 504+00 EastBound 3/4" 97.6 96.6 
3 504+00 EastBound 3/4 " 97.2 96.8 

Avera!';e 97.4 96.7 

I"/lft 8. Mill'nfo Inrormation 

location 1 2 3 
Sieve 
1(2 - 100 100 100 
3/8- 97.9 97.6 98.4 
#4 63.2 61.5 63.4 
# 10 35.3 35.1 38.7 
#40 19.1 18.2 20.2 
#80 1l.3 11.2 11.9 

#200 7.3 7.8 7.6 

ACContent 5.1 5.4 4.8 

Viscosity 4682 3273 2978 
Penetration 40 47 411 

-----

Remarb 
Bottom of Bacbelor Hill, MinoT rutting 

Rutting in this location is typical 
for the majority of tbe project 

Top of Dachelor HiU. Severe rutting 
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ABSTRACT 
This report prcscDtS an evaI.uatioa of die -kydc mag

I&C$iwIl sa1!a%c IIOmIodaes:s ICSt co COftbd quality of COC'SC 

agpeptes for use In hot mix aspbabjc c:oar::n:fO ID4 leal 
coa1S. A raW of 41 aggregarcs were Iesu:d for 1M purpose 
oflhisstudy in tbc Iabonttoryandtbc bebaviorof eigbtoCrhe 
aggrepteswasCY&luaccdindlefiddbyexaminingroadway 
pedonna.noc. 'Ibe XIUDdness teSt was rOUDd 10 he"the best 
mcIbod for prcdicdngpedonDa.lJCeamoagspcdfic gravity. 
abscxption. ~ durability index. tice:ze..rhaw. Los 
Ange1esahrasioa.anclamodified Texas wetball miD (called 
Tcus degradalioo) tests. Spcc:i6c n:commcodatiOl1$ have 
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been IUggcstC4IO improve me soandne.ss procedure. Also 
specification limits for hoi mix and seal coat projc:cts bave 
beeD iDclucIed. 

The n::pearability of the soan<:Incss leSt was IPIJroxi
mately equal CO Ihat of durability index and lower dian Ihe 
n:pcar.abWty oC Texas degnldaIjon. Statistical analysis 
showed high com:lation between soundncss&Dd otber rests 
atsocmdncss1osses less than 2Ope:rcem.and loweot:rc1atioo 
athigber values. Teus degradation showed die best cone
la1ion 'Wilb lhesoundness lest. The model that describes their 
relaticmhip bas Rl"" 0.72. 



SpMMARY 
The 4-cyde magnesium sulfate SOW'ldness test'is a 

laboratory medlod to control qualilyof coarseaggregatcSCor 
botmixaspballic c:onc:retc (HMAC) and seal coats. 'Ibc leSt 
wbicbappcars to mcasurcanlgp'egatC'sabililylDwkhstaDd 
dcgradatioa from n.fIjc and clima:c etrects. is specified by 
several Texas districts. However. acccpIabIe values vary 
between districts aDd whiJe this may be appropriar.c,. Ibcte 
me no hard clara to jusIify the diff'en:aces. 

The objec:ti'ICS of this study were 10 inw:stigatc if the 
sound.aess test is a valid measure of durability. and deter
mine the most ~ paramesc:rs for the test c:onsidi::r
iDg aggrepteand pavement type.lqioa.and Iraf&. Addi
tionaDy. the objective was 10 dctcnni.ne dte rclalioqsbip of 
&be IOODdness leSt to other material tests Coc the purpose of 
idc:ntifying a IDOf.'e appropriale oc aoadiscriminali test. oc 
a simpler &cst to perform with Jess Vlriability that provides 
equal iDCormatioIloo performance. A IDtaJ of 41agpptcs 
n:preseDliDg abc mostcommoD orproblem aggn:gatcS used 
by distticts were ICStCd in tbe laboratory. Tests iDcluded 
speci6cgraviry.absoqItioa..&eeze-tbaw.LosAnge1esabza.. 
sian. agg:regarc dumbiIity iDc:b. • modified Texas wet baD 
mill (caJ1ed Texas degradation), and 4-cycle magnesinm 
sulfalc soundness. 

'I'hc pcdarmancc of eight aggregateS similar to Ibose 
tested in &be Jaboraf.ory was cvaluatcd in the field by exam
ining sm:face c:Usintegnldon of HMAC and seal coalS COD-

SU"I:ICIeld with the malCrials. The sdCClCd aagrep:cs cxhib
it.edalltbel'lDgcsofSOUDdDcssvaluesocwcrcpedic::tcdwith 
varying qaaJity 1ISIdcr &be difrCtCDt tests. Resal1s iDdicated 
Ibat abc soaodness test is &be best lmODi me methods 
c:oos:idc:zcdC~gperformancc. TheotberteslShave 
disaimiDared in favor of using two oc meR unacceptable 
aggrq:aIeS. Spccificrecommendatioos have been made Cor 
&be most~ specification soandDess liDlits and Cor 
improving the soundness procedarc. 

A stare wide survey has revcaJed that specification 
lim.i!s in districts arc gow:mcd by marerial availabiUty or 
prices. DisrricIs lbat spedfy abc soundDcss IC$l have e:xpe. 
ricnced iDcrcased perfClr'lD3lJCe wiIb its use. 

E=:Dsivestadsdcalanalysis bas bc= perfonned.oo the 
Iaboraf.oIy JeSUIts. 'Ibis iDc1udcd scatt.crplols, lDDSf'orma- . 
Iioas. c:aadaIiOD..~l.Ddc:ovariaDcc. Freeze-dlaw 
aDd Los Angdcsbad the Iowcstcorrelation wiIh soundness, 
wbilcabsCJrptiollaDdTexasdegradadoo&behigbcst.Freezc. 
lhaw. agreprc dmability index. aDd Texas dcgradaIion 
showed high coadaUon &IIICIlg each orher. Bivarialc aDd 
maltiYarialcmoddsdescribinglbcteJatJoasbipoftcstswith 
soaudDess have bcco ~ The best one variable 
model dcsc:ribiDg SICItIndness variarion was obcaincd with 
Tcxas degradation (R:&.O.72.}. TbcbestlWOwriablcmodel 
was obtained with Teu.s degradatioD and spec:if"x: gravity. 
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CHAPTER1.~ODUCTION 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
LABORATORY EVALUATION AND 
FIELD PERFORMANCE 

The question of predicting in the Jabocatory the service 
life ol aggrepu:s wbca used in bot mix upbaIlie eoocrc1C 
(HMAC) or seal coat road surface app6cadons bas beta a 
IIlbjcct of invcstigatim for OYer ISO years. Hu.ocb:cds of 
reporu have been pubIisbed peltincnt to dUs issDe. each 
c:cxuribatiDg its merit to the complc:x problem. . 

Wbea road agg!egalC$1te tcs:ecl for their suirability as 
roadc:oosuucdoamaterials lbciDtcDtioais roobtain mu:dal 
"W'ilbpe:r£oanaDCeadcqaatctolastlbcdesignliCcofthemad. 
The word "'pedcxmance" 1$ applied ro ~.is radJcl" 
a vague tenD wbk:h rclkcts faet.o:a sach IS dc:padaDoa.. 
spUui:Dg. abasion. wear. poJisbiDg. sIdd Jesistanc:e. rav
elling. scrippiag or resistance to deformation. It is also 
affectcdbymanyvariablcswhidtcanbeeilberCOOlmDedor 
unc::oGIlOUed. e.g.,. aggrcptC mineDlogy. p;rvemaJt type.. 
pavement desi.gn.1Ubgradc CODditions. maiDtenance ~ 
dces, trafficc:baracteristia oc wcatbcrcoaditions. Aggrc
pte pafonnanc:chas.in acJditioa.asyacrgistic cff'ec:toa the 
ovcnD perfoanaac:e of !be lOad. Unde::sirabIe aggrcgar.c 
quality may lead to paYCmCDt disiutegrarioD. mveI6Dg. . 
aac:king. bL:ec:liDg. iastabi1ity.rutting. oc dcfarmaUoa. 

The broad defiaitioa of aggrcga1e pcrfonDancc. the 
wide ange of Y2Iriablcs affectiDg.serric:c liCe ol aggrepr.es. 
and the effect or aggregate quality oa the ove:aD. perform
aoc:e of roadways axmocc the diffJC:Dky of dcYdopiag a 
mareriallCSt 10 assess pe:r£ormance.. Various stucfies have 
developed several teSlS oc proposed modi6c:atioDs to ICStS . 

for betlet predicdcas and precision. bat up to tbisdaf.c: DO 

siDgtctestbasbccacomplecdy.suc:ccssf'uI.. 1beccotrcm:rsy 
behind IbcJCSUksaDdn:c:ommcndaliooollbcsesmdicsancl 
lhemanyrcsts.dcmoastrarc thelevclofiDflueuceofvariablc 
c:oadidoas in mad desip. c:oastrDeboIt. 'M:8tbct. and traffic 
(Xl the relauMsbip bctweeD Iaboauory and field. 

ODe material test that. bas beezl somewbatsuc:cessfuI in 
~ ped'oananc:e is the 4-qc1e mapesiam sutrar.e 
soaadI:Iess test. 'I"be test takes seven daya to perform IDd IS 
rqxxted bas Jowrepealabmty. The pmposeofdUs SIUdy is 
to examine the testiD the Iaboauory andassess itin rbc fieJd. 

THE 4-CYCLE TEST 
The magae:sium sulfatc soundDcss test is a laboratory 

mclbod Cor evaIoIting agg!egalC$ in HMAC and. sc::al coats. 
It crigi:aatcd DlOt'Ctban 150 years ago aDd through tbe JCIl'S 
it bas IIl'Idergoac several dwtges. Teus is amoag 26 staleS 
Wit DtiJiz:c Ihe 1CSt for quality coatroI of aggrcptcs. 

The test which bas beezl developed to determine tbe 
weatberrcsistiag pmpetIies o£ ~ bas also shown 
iDdic:::adons lhatitrctlcctsaraaggrcgau.', abUityto wiahstaDd 
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dep1Idadca £rom traffie. SevemI IeSC8I:Cb SUIdics have 
iDd.ic:atcd Ib.u test JeSUlt$ corrclarc with field performance, 
wIWc ochecs. have n;KX1Cd tbal me test disc:riminates 
against. c:enain aggregate typeS lib catbooates. c:hcns, 
IbaIe,s IDd rb)'Olitc;. 1betepealabiIity oftbe testas staled in 
tbeA.S1'Maandan:lspeci6c:ationisvery Iow,mlan outright 
rejccdoa of an aggrcgar.c wiIbout confirmation from other 
tests more closely reiared to the spccWc service intended. is 
DOtn:commended by d1e specific:aIioo. 

SixI.een Texas dislricts specify tbe test either for bot 
mixes a4Ior seal c:oms. Tbe majority usc a limit of 30 
pctCCDt Joss t'« aggregate rejection. while·otheB specify 
JowcrorbigbctJimits. While thesCDumbca may be appro
p:iarc. tbetc are DO bard data to jaslify the diffcrcnccs. 

PROBLEMS INVESTIGATED, 
OBJECfIVES, AND SIGNIFICANCE 

Tbc smdy will focus OIl examiDiDg the n:lationship of 
lbc SCIaDIfness leSt to aggrcgare performance. If such a 
Jdatimship exists. an iaYesdgatioa will be made as 10 what 
values £c acceprabJc. if wloes sbould be .ItatcW:idc or 
resiooal. or wberbcr dUfercatYalucs for hot mixes and seal 
c:oars are more appropriaIe. Otbc:r aggreptc rests wiD be 
evaIuaIed in die lab aad Ibeindadnnship to rbc soundness 
leSt and. field perform.ance will be e:ramiDcd.. 

'lbc objective or the SU1d.y is to de'Yelop the most 
~ pacunetelS for the4-qdc magnesium sulfate 
SOUDdness test ona sra.r.cwjdeoctegioaaI basis. or idcnlify a 
bew:t 1eSt medIod Cor evaluaIing tbe durability of aggre.
gates.. Thiswouldbeimplemc:oted.thmugharecommended 
spcci5ealion. 

When. material leSt can p-edK:tperformanceinsetvice 
it has significant benefits. It p:ecludes inferior matc:ria1s 
froc:A use in certain applicatioos. and permits better pave
meat manageineot in ICrmS of ~ wheu remedial 
In:abDCDt will most likely be R:qUiIed. 

WORK PLAN 
Thewodcnecess:arytoaa:omptisb.tbeobjcc:tiYes oflhis 

study was cIivic:bl into four tasks. .Each task is presented in 
die foDowing par.tgrapbs. 

TGI: 1 .1.Jtercture Sean;h 

A SCIIEh oflhc pabIished litcmturerclatcd 10 tbedeYCl
opmcDt. mcc:banisms.and. usc of abc 4-eycIc magnesium 
suU'atcsc:xmcfncss was carried oat. AdditioDaDy. me canalt 
pmcdce IDd e:tperiea:Ice ofTeus r6SIricts with the lest was 
gatben:d 1broogb. inaeniews with district maintenance and. 
laboataryeogiacers. Asea.rchoflitcraturerdatcd to theme 
aJId ck:wc1.opmcDt of oda'materia1 tests was also C:IIried OUt 
to facilliaIe the 1aboraIory task. 



Tut 1 • LII.btmI.lIIry ENlIUlll.oII 
A cotaloC 4) ~&bat~lhomost widely used" problem soarces &om aU JqioDs of the awe ~ pthcred and Ibdt pbysical propenics c:Icr.t:rmiQCd lD the JaborarIxy. TestS IDclDded specific sravitY. absorpdoa. frce::r.e-thaw. agsrega1Cdurability ~ anc:I4-c)'Cle soaDClness. A modified proc:edare of the Texas wet ball mDlIC$t was also used. A thClcoush swistical analysis was performed to determine the rdatioaship oC the soundness IC$t with other 1CSCS.. 

Ta-tJ • FId4 B'MhllltID. 
Hot mJx and teal c::oa& pt'Ojcc:u rhal weRI c:cnstn:ICSed with eight oCdIc ~ IOUICCS tcsred in the I.abomory wereexamiDediDfiyedistridsandlbe:irped~eva1uIred. 

TIUI:." • Sptd./1cllllDlJ 
I..ahocatary and LieJd eval~ were ~ and uaIyzed SOgedIe:rwith dIc experieace of disuicts. and spe... df'lC recommCDCladcas were made t" the CYaluaIioD of aggregate durability. 
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CHAPTER 9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY 

(1) ~ the 4-c:yclc magnesium sulfate sound
DCSS test ia the laboralcry. 

(2) evaJuare &be 4-cyclc soundDCSS as a IabomIDry 
method topr:edict pc:rlQrmaDceoC aggzeplCS wbea 
used in HMAC and .seal coat surface appJicatioas. 

(3) deIermine tho most appropria&e pammeu:rs foe the 
soundDcss test CCII.Sidcdng aggreprc type. pave
ment LypO. JCJ,b. 8D4 ammc. , 

(4) invesdptc abCrelaDoa.ship bctwecD the soundness 
leSt and OCher' IIWIerlalICSlS iD aD cff'ort to ideIIlify 
a beuet method foeOYalualiag cbabilityofaa;rcptcs.-

(5) develop a .pcocirtcarim addressing &be 4--cycJe 
SOUDdacss oea beacr meIbod foeevalualing Igg1"C
pre bebavior in Ibc field. 

Atoallof 41 agsrepres(14limcstoaes.12 sandSlOnes 
13 siIicecus sr.rveJs. aDd 2 .synrheIic Jigbtwcight) from 33 
quaniesinTeus.OIdaboma.andAlbDsas~tiDglbe 
mostcommoa. oeproblem materials asedbyTe:xas disrricts. 
wet'C t.csred in rhe laborafcry. Tests iDcluded spcci6c Jl!lY· 
iIy. absoI:ptioa. frcezo.cbaw. Los Angeles al:asioa.. .arc.. 
pte durability iDde:x. a modified procedure for' &be TCD.S 
o.vet baD miD (caDcd Teus degradatioa) aDd the 4-eycle 
sotmdDcss. SWisdc:al aaalysis was gsccllD c1e:etmine rc
pearability at melhods and c:fe'vcIop models dt:scrlbiagtbe 
!dada1sbip bctweeD somidDes:s aad the 0Iber tests. 

. 'Ibc bclJaviot of 8 aggregate somccs evaJuared in Ibe 
lab., wa'$ assessed in sevetal Texas c!isIrlcts by examining 
t.hcirped'~inscJectcd HMACIII4sea1 c:oatprojects. 
Disaict ~ m asmg abc 4-cyclc SOUDdaess test to 
qualify aggreplCS was galbcredby 'risks 10 diSlric:t omces. 
maD c:om:spondeDce, aDd tclepboac intc:Mcws. 

Based 00 &be RIatiooship betweeD laborafcry IDCl field. 
rcsu1tsaDd&bee1pericnceoCdislricts.specificm:ommeoda
dons are" saggested Cor qoaJity c:ocumI ofbot mix aDd seal 
coal. aggrepres. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The 4-cydc SOUDdDess test was &be best amoac sevea 
laboratory metbods ill pn:d.ic:tiDg pcd'ormaace of IB
sregares in HMAC and IIIrfacc RaImCIUs. 

2 1'be SClUDduc::ss test is m:cc:ssCuI iD cl"HDjnaring son. 
absarpIive. weakly ecm=ueclJimestoacand saadsroDI= 
.aggn:pzes. 1.'bcsc mata:ials aact. cnzmble. split. 
sbcll. 1114 wear readily duriDs coasa:uctioD from roJI.. 
jag. Cl'in serv.ice due to nmc Imd the CIlVirt:IuDeat. 

1. An siIiceoas JI2\"C1s. bccIIase of low abscxprioca and 
high darability.exhibitcd w:q smaD. soaDdDess losses. 

4. Agzrepr.es a:sed in seal coats arc.mc::JRI prone to disin
tcgrIIioa tbaD aggrepr.es used in bot mixes because 
&hey arc IObjeclccl to bigbeI' wbeeI stn:sses,. arc more 
exposed 10 weatberiDg. and arc IIDOI'C influeuccd ~ 
desip and coastnIetioD variables. 

S. 1berc was.somoevideac:e dWaggreprc breakdown is 
JDCIR. affcelCd. by rhc magnitude oC load rather than 
rcpedrion atloid. Repcbtioa atrcets primarily wear of 
agg:reptcS. 

6. ~ dlsuic:ts aAcr implementing the soundnc:ss test 
.baYc ezpeticDc:cd impoved. mad per;formancc. 

7. J>isuiets havercportcd IhatLos Angeles abrasion. wet 
baD mill. and c1ecantadoD tests do DOt cIimina!c prob
Jem~ 

8. 'Iberellasbc:czl.e:rideDccdlalaSOUDdncsstestsbouJdbe 
spcciticd ia coejunctioa wkb a poHsh value test tor 
satisfacIory ped'ormancc in termS of aggregare =is
lanCe 10 botb bn:akdown and wear. Also frict.ional 
evaluation ofsew:albotmix pcojeccs bas revealed that 
high durabili1yasck:tcn:aiDcd by rhc4-cydeSOlmdncss 
restdoesDOlpatat:tt.eea blgb fric:tiooaI performance if 
aD agrcgatc bas a low PV ... 

9. Spccifyingoa1y the PV test does JIOtpnM:Dt the useof 
UIISOUDd maraiaJs. 

10. ~ (mau:::iaL. availability. baul. and prices) 
lOYCrD 1beJevd ofspecificadon limits forsot.mdness in 
JaS9..~ distrids. . 

11. "..30 pc::n::cnt soandDcss limit on bot mixes and 2S 
pc:icem.oose3lcoalS'areJikcljiOimproveperfoonance 
or.roadways. Most clisIricts wID'DOt be affected by 
these limits. 

12. Four disuic:ts in c:entral-wcst Texas stared dw. a 2S 
perCent soundness Jimit OIl seal coats would en:are 
material sbOnagc aniJ/« mise piccs.. 

13. "I'ba:e. districts stared lbata 30 pcn:eOt SOUDdncss limit 
OIl. bot mixes woaId crcarc a ma=iaJ. sbartIge mJ/or 
zaisc prices; lWOOIhcr disb:ictsswc lhatit woaldaDow 
the use of unacceptabJc mareriaL 

14 ~COI1SUUCIC4 wilb asoandncss Jimkgrearet than 
t30 showc:d. extaISiYe. sips r.I. surfaCe disiDregrali.OD. 

15. Labc:l:rafory t.csCS (II ~ bJc:uds crOll aggrcgares 
c:cmsisIiDg of particles of 'm)'iDg quality are mislead
ing if aggregares CODraiD Jigalficant amouoIS of very 
soft pardcJc& 

16. Repeatab!lity of the SOUDd.oess lest wasbetterlban Ihat 
of )X'OCC(Iule A of' aggreprc durability iJIda and ap
proximat.cly c.qua11O proccch1re C of the same test. 
Texas dcgradatioa. bad the higllcst n:peatability. 

17. All agg:regat.e t.csCS showed a good. condadcla with Ihe 
SOUDdnes:s test It soaDdncss losses less tbaa 20. At 
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highcl'losses tCSIS we:eiDsemitive 10 changes in sound
DC$$.. 

18. The minus No. 10 loss in &be Tcxasdep'adaboa ICSt had 
the bcstc:oaclaZioa with tbc ICIUDdDc::ss 1CSL 'lbe model 
desaibing tbc rclationsbip of Ibc twO tcsIS is given in 
Table S.ll. 'lbe R1 fortbe model is 0.71B. 

19. The combirwioa or Texas dcgradalioa sediment and 
specific gnMtylCSlSgave!be best two variablcrclatioo
ship with &be soundness ccst. The model describing Ibis 
relatiatship bas R1 a: o. T161nd is given in Table 5.11. 

2O.'I'berewasstroogcvideneetbatIbcLos AIIgelcsabrasion 
test pcrmiIs &be usc of auac:c:epcable Iggrcgalc. 

21. ·Freezc>lhaw. aggrepr.c durability iDdc:x. aDd. Tcus 
cSegradatioD bad a w:tr high c:andalioI1. 

22.. T~ dcgradaDoa furaisbcs iaformazion bclpful iD de
termining tbc rcsiswx:e of aggrcpICS in HMAC and 
seal c:oars 10 producing clay.Jikc fiDes. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. 'lbe 4-cycJc.magnesinm salfale scxmdness lest should 
be used 10 cvalaae quality of aggregaICS for usc in 
HMAC IDd surface lrCabDCmS. 

2. Specific obsemttioas aocl n:cxmmendarions 10 im
~ IhesoundnesstestareiDcludedinQapcer31JDCb' 
"'R.ceoauneadad • 
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3. -A 30 P=COt soundness limit should be applied to 
HMAC and a 2S limit to seal coats. 

.c. Sili<:coas gravels should DOt be 1CSlcd for soundness. 

s. Rc:search sbauJd be foc:uscd toward redac:ing run time 
aDd simplifying the ~c soundness procedure. 

6. When blends of aggregateS are used. die soundness test 
sbouJd be ped"ormed on each individual aggregate. 

7. Disaictlabocalcrics with tap walCrthal: docsDOtcontain 
enough salt to mask lhc effect ofbarium chloride when 
pedorming &be soundness leSt. should use the barium 
cbloride as a means of dctccting prcscnec of salt. as it 
may reduce Ibc run lime of the leSt. 

8. SpcclfieationoftbcLosAngelcsabmsiontestshouldbe 
discontinued. 

9. 'lbe Texas degradation &cst (Appendices A and B) 
sboaJd be used IS a replacement 10 Los Angeles abra
sioa.. A tcstingprognm is n:qaited todctennine whlch 
loss amJ/or scctiment should be cvalaaled during lhc 
test. 

10. Appendix B contains the test procedarc that coadated 
bestwitb tbc4-cyc1emagncsiumsalfaIcsoundncss test. 
A tcDtaIivc &Dowable weight Joss limit or 9 pen:cnt 
passing the No. 16 sieve is rec:ommeudcd for usc if the 
Texas degradaIioo test is used as a rcp1acc:ment for the 
SOUDdDcss test. Adjustmcut 10 Ibis limit is probable as 
more laboratory and field dala are generated.. 
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FAC'l'ORS AFFECTING THE COHPAC'l'IBILrn OF ASPHALT MlX'l"OlmS 

The resistance to COIZIpaction (Ref 6) is composed of 

(1) inter.particle frictional resistance, 

(2) initial resistance (cohesion), and 

(3) viscous res:1JJtance (tillle-temperature). 

Immediately following laydown bot bituminous mixtures are in a highly 

plastic state. While in this plastic state the void content of the mixture 

is reduced through compaction by reorienting the solid particles into a 

denser arrangement. The aixture resistance to c:aarpaction ·whi1e .in this 

plastic state is basically a function of asphalt and aggregate properties 

and their .interactions. .Host cc:apaction problems encountered .in the field 

can be explained .in terms o~ these factors. 

Aggregate Properties 

'lbe five aggregate properties which affect the resistance of the. 

JI1ixture are 

(l) particle shape and texture, 

(2) concentration of coarse aggregate, 

(J) gradation. 

(4) absorption. and 

(S) soundness. 

particle shape and texture .influence the overall resistance of the 

mixture in that angular, rough surface textured aggregates are JIIOre' diffi

cult to CQII:I)?&ct than are rounded, IIIDOOth aggregates. 

Gradations with high concentrationa of coarse aggregates produce 

JIlixtures that are difficult to CCIIIpaCt. For the production of dense graded 

hot asphalt concrete mixtures. Goode and Lufsey (Ref 7) proposed that the 

aggregates be graded according to the equation 

(
8) 0.45 

P - 100 x it 

where P - Percent passing the particu1a.r' sieve, 

8 - Size of opening for a particular sieve in 

microns, and 

M - Max.i.mum size of aggreqate .in microns. 
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Gra4ation curves that cro .... back and forth over the ~ximm:n dansi ty line 

(Fig 3), especially in the region of the No. 30 to No. 80 sieve, tend to 

produce tender mixtures that displace excessively during compaction. 

Adequate filler content (lIi.nus 200) is necessuy for a mixture to 

develop enough cohesion: i.e., 1.n1tial resistance, to be compacted 

effectively. Filler &!lterid acting with the asphalt tends to hold the 

larger sized material in place (Ref 8). If the filler content is too high, 

-gummy- mixtures are produced. Such Ilixtures are difficult to COD.lPact 

because of a tendency to be picked up by the roller. In addition, these 

mixtures tend to exhibit excessive lateral displacement. :Insufficient 

fUler may require additional asphalt to fUl the voids. 1'his results in 

thicker asphalt films and possible instability in the unconfined JDixture 

during ccapaction. 

Absorptive aqgreqates tend to increase the resistance of the JDixture by 

reducing the thickness of the a.aphalt f1.l.:m on the su.r:face of the aggregate. 

The net effect is a re4uction of the lubricating effect of the asphalt 

making compaction 1IIOre difficult "(Ref 8). 

A1though soundness does not directly affect the resistance of the 

JDixture to CClIDpAction, it does teDd to affect the density achievable by a 

certain COIDPAction procedure (Ref 8) • unsound aggregate may fracture under 

the dynamic loac1ing of vibratory rollers. Any such fracturing will 

effectively change the gradation of the aixture, llAy reduce actual density, 

or may increase the susceptibility of the JDixture to 1DOiature damage. 

Asphalt 

Asphalt viscosity and ita relationship to temperature are shown in 

Fig 4. 'l'be rate of chauge of vbcosity with temperature. i.e •• the 

slopes of the linea relate to the teaperature suscept11:t1l1ty of ~e 

aapbalt. :It 1.a important to note that for grading' P'UPOsea two asphalts 

whtch have the same vbcolity or penetration poede (Pig 4) may have 

significantly different viscosities at DO%1II&1 .temperatures for compaction. 

since the viscosity of the asphalt affects the overall resistance of 

the mixtUre, knowledge of this behavior characteristic is vital for 

effective canpaction of asphalt a1Xturea. As the lDixture temperature 

decreases during compaction, the viscosity of the asphalt increases at a 
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TO: 

FROM: 

l.\fEl\{ORANVUl"'" 

Mr. Salvador Mercado, P.E. 
Director of Operations, Laredo District 
Design Division 

SUBJECT: Pavement Distress - nos 

Date: August 4, 1995 

OrlginatingOfilCe 
Pavements Section 

Mr. Owiie Smoot, Magshoud Tamoressi and I inspected the section ofIH3S just north ofSH83 
with the Area Engineer and LaboIatory SupeMsor on Wednesday, August 2, 1995. 

The distressed pavement \VaS confined to the outside northbound lane and extended for 
approximately 1.5 miles. Although the distress is evidenced by surfaclng.tJ.usbing and deep wheel 
ruts or channe1izati.on, we agreed that the proximate cause of the distress is most likely :related to 
moisture damage either in the underlying base course or very possible the recently placed 2 inch 
overlay. 

A quick visual inspection revealed free moisture escaping through the center longitudinal joint and 
also at the shoulder edge where it abuts the soU front slope. 

A -quick and dirty. evaluation and analysis of the problem on my part is as follows: 

It is evident that soon after the overlay was placed, the shoulders were ·pulled up. from the ditch 
to eliminate the 2 inch pavement drop off. This shouldec material is a highly plastic (high P.L) 
soil that is highly impermeable. Also, immediately after this operalion there \VaS a very heavy 
rain as evidenced by the runnels cut into this shoulder material at regular intervals allowing free 
standing water to escape into the side ditch. I believe that this heavy .r:ain immediately after 
placement allowed the overlay mixture to become satw:atec1 and the high P.L soU pulled up to the 
side effectively aeated a moisture banier that prevented the water from draining out of the mix. 
When these conditions are later coupled with high temperatures and heavy truck traffic we have 
created an ideal situation for asphalt stripping. Since the coarse aggregate used in the overlay 
mi.xtule is a gravel this elates an even greater potential for stripping. Once the asphalt starts to 
strip it begins to migrate to the surface and becomes evident as surface flushing. Also as the 
aspbalt is stripped from the aggregate, the cohesive bond binding the mixture is lost and the mix 
losses its stability which is evidenced by the deep rutting and shoving. 

It should be noted (as was pointed out by Charlie and Magshoud) thai the distress is confined to 
one lane and represents about one typical day's production. The obvious questions then is why 
just this section? There are several responses but no answer. FIrSt, the mixture was being treated 
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Mr. Salvador Mercado. P.E. Page 2 August 3, 1995 

with a lime admixture as an antistrip agent. Perhaps the lime feed line or bin clogged up (or ran 
out of lime) and this day's run had no antistrip. Our conventional tests would not pick up this 
problem. (If you feel this could be a problem, I recommend use of Tex -53O-C (boil test) as a 
good indication of whether antistrip has or has not been added.). Another possibility could be 
relatively low in·place air voids for the section. Air voids in excess of 8-10 percent allow 
significant water intrusion. The kneading action of normal trafflC can provide surface sealing and 
ultimate (6 mo to 2yrs) densification of approximately 2 percent. 

In any ~ at this point some type of corrective action to the pavement is needed. However we 
do need to ddennine the extent and severity of the c:Iamage. which can only be ascertained through 
a forensic type of study. Magshoud has volunteered to work with your District Laboratory 
Supervisor to obtain coring and subsurface samples for analysis. 

If the damage is limited to the top 2 inch overlay there are two obvious solutions. The first as 
proposed by the Area Engineer would be to mill and replace (mlay) the existing lane. However, 
I proposed an alternate solution that you may want to investigate further and that is hot m.place 
recycling using the W'lItgen process. This would be a less costly but effectiVe solution depending 
on the depth of pavement damage. 

Once the cores and subsurface samples have been evaluated, we will be in a better ,position to 
proceed with viable options. 

We appreciate the invitation and opportunity to be of assistance and will await your further 
decisions regarding our continued sem.ces andlor assistance. If you have any additional questions 
or concerns, please contact me at 5121465-7741. 

KWF/ajg 

bee: Magshoud Tamoressi, P.E. 
Gary Graham, P.E. 
Fitzgerald Sanchez, P.E. 
Charlie Smoot, 
John Nichols. P.E. 

DES-PAV 
Laredo 
THMAPA 
FHWA 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Tom Ellis. P .E. 
District Engineer 
Paris District 

Design Division 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: September 10. 1996 

Originating Office 
Pavements Section 

SUBJEC'r: Forensic Study on 1-30 In Franklin County 

Mr. Mohan Ycggoni m:l Mr. MaIk:McDaniel were requested tovisittbe Paris District in response 
to a fotensic study Iequest from Mr. John A. Yam. P.E.. Mr. Andrew Wimsatt., 'P.E., Ft. Worth 
Pavement District Engineer also assisted with the request of the distressed section of 1-30 in
Franklin COUDty. 

The following Sl1DlJllaIY report is presemed by the forensic team leader Mohan YeggoDi. This 
tepOrt consists of tile Problem statement. Fmdings and Recommendations. Mohan will coDtimle 
to work with your district peniolDlCI as needed on this project. If you need any assistance or 
further infoanatiOlL, please call Mr. Mohan Yeggoni at (512) 465 3059. Thank you for the 
opportunity to paIticipate in this project. 

Attachment 
KPJMY/ajg 
cc: Robert L. Wilson. P .E. 

Katherine Holtz, P .E. 
John A. YaDt., P.E. 
Clifford Clon.ey, P .B. 
Ernest Teague, P.E. 

bee: AndIew Wimsatt. P .E. 
Mohan YeggoDi. 
Mark: McDaniel. 

DES 
MAT 

Ken Fults, P .E. 
Director of Pavements 

Paris District. w/attac1Iment 
Paris Distri.c:t. w/attachmCDt 
Area Engineer-Paris and Sulphe:r Springs w/attachmc:.nt 
Ft. Worth District 
DBS-PAV 
DES-PAV 
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PAVEMENT SECTION - DESIGN DIVISION 
Texas Department Of Transportation 

S
··, 
= .... .. 

REPORTING' 

FORENSIC INVESTIGATION REPORT __ 

DISTRICT Paris 

COUNTY Franklin 

HIGHWAY m-30 

MILEPOST To ___ _ 
CONTROL - SECTION 0610-02-035 
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I.J 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Loation 

m·30 in Franklin County. from Hopkins County line to the Titus County line. 

BackGround 

The g..incll CRCP was overlayed with2.S inches of black: ~ and 1.5 inches of hot mix in 1985. A 
micro surlBcing was done in 1994. 

Allegator aacking. potholes and pumping offines were observed a year ago and problems have been 
worsening ever since. A moderate to severe case of allegator eraeking is present in the wheel paths. 
Several sectiom have been bladed and patched due to severe potholes and fiWures in the wheel paths. 

• The highway carries a substantial amount ofbeavy truck traffic. 

The district is considering- a major rehabilitation of this bighway and needed to determine how 
extensive the problem was and bow soon the pavement needed to be rehabilitated before its' 
serviceability drops below acceptable level. 

Purpose of Study 

1. 
2. 

Determine the cause and extent oftbe pavement failure. and 
Identify potential rehabilitation Strategies 
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FINDINGS 

1. the cause of the sur12ce cracking and pothole is tho stripping in asphalt conaete. Cores 
taken by the district lab showed moderate to severe stripping throughout the section. 
Occurrence of stripping is due to strip su~tjble a~es ~ OfeS:CllCC of excessive 
moisture in the p~L Cores taken· in the shoulder showed that the soil cement 
underneath the asphalt concrete is in very good condition; however, this !aye!" needs to be 
tested for structural adequacy if the traffic needs to be shifted onto the shoulder for 
CODStIuction tmfiic control Sulfur Springs area office is already working on obtaining Falling 
Weight Deflectometer data on the shoulder to ~e structural strength. 

2. Ground PCDCtrafing Radar test confimled the core observations. There is moderate to severe 
stripping present in the entire section. 

3. Rehabilitation is urgently required in the main lanes" preferably before the coming winter. 
Considering the time crunch to do any kind of rebabi1itation before winter an alternate 
measure is given in the following section of Recommendations. The surface is esse:ntiaIly 
open and most of the rainfaJ1 wiD penetrate the surface down to the CRCP augmenting the 
problem. A hard fieezc after a rainst01lll can cause major pot holding probl~ loss of 
serviceability and potential safety concerns. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS ** 

1. The existing surface must be removed. The CRCP should be overlayed with adequate 
thickness of asphalt concrete as soon as possible. 

2. Since it may not be possible to do the entire rehabilitation before next winter, if possible 
through an em.ergency contract, it is strongly advisable to remove the hot mix surface and fix 
any failures in CRCP to get tHrough the winter. 

3. Proper drainage measures may be considered to improve the pavement performance; 
however. it was concluded from the discussionS with district personnel that other pavement 
sections with similar terrain and drainage conditions are performing satisfactorily_ 

•• Supporting documentation from the GPR testing is available if needed. 
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TO: 

.A 

Mr. Billy Parks, P.E. 
Amarillo District Engineer 

:MEMORANDUM 

Date: June 8, ms 

FROM: Design Division Originating OfflrP! 
Pavements Section 

SUBJECT: Forensic Investigation of m Z7 

Please accept my apology for the delay in providing a forensic report on the above referenced project. I could 
offer the excuse that of the three investigators we had o~ this project, two accepted positions in various 
Districts. As you know Mr. FJias Rrneili, our lea4 investigator acxepted a ~tion in the Bryan District and 
Ms. Jackie Cato accepted a position in one of our North Texas Districts (AmariDo, I believe). Anyway I won't 
mention these obvious set backs. 

I have reviewed the Forensic file with Ms. Caroline Herrera, Materials and Tests Division, (last of the original 
three) and offer the following obse.tvations and recommendations for your corisidenttioD. 

A. Pavement Distress Mode· 
The existing pavement distress mode is evidenced by regular transverse cracking at 30 to 50 foot 
intervals with associated longitudinal cracking in the wheel paths. Some of the longitudinal 
cracks are pumping and disintegrations of the surface mix (potholes) has appeared primarily in 
the left wtieel P:Uh of the outside (truck) lane. 

B. Significant Pavement H'lStory 
It appears that the original alignment was laid out in the late 1930's. The alignment crosses the 
outskirts of some 5 to 6 playa lakes (buffalo wallows). The existing subgmde is a very weak 
clay with a Triaxial Class of 5.1, Plasticity Index (PI) of 32, and Liquid Limit (ILl of 49. 
There is no evidence of chemical stabili2atioD of the weak subgmde. 

The original Northbound lanes were constructed of jointed concrete paveqlent and later 
symmetri~y widened with concrete pavement. The Southbound lanes were constructed using 
flexible base. It appears from coring information that a 4 to 5 inch layer of caliche subbase was 
placed over the weak subgrade with about 1 inches of gravel base over the subbase and then 
topped with 5 inches of Asphalt Stabilized Base and 4 inches of Hot Mix Asphalt Surfacing. 

One last but important note about the existing Section is poor to inadequate drainage.. 

c. Possible (Probable?) Contributing Factors for Existing Pavement Distress (Failure) 
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Mr. Billy Parks, P.E. Page 2 June 7,1995 

The existing subgrade is extremely weak (Triaxial Class 5.7), potential reactive (pI=32) and 
susceptible to moisture damage (LL=49). 

The existing base (gravel) is extremely temperature susceptible (high thermal coefficient) and 
historically susceptible to moisture damage over time. . 

The Asphalt Stabilized Base and Hot Mix Asphalt is temperature susceptible (Aggregate - J. Lee 
Milligan Gravel; Asphalt - Diamond Shamrock) and historically susceptible to moismre damage 
( strlpping). 

My prediction of the progression of the distress mode is as follows: 

Wuhin 6 months or two years (madmum) trtznSVene thennIil cracks originating in the gtflFel 
base propagaJed through the HMA. swfadng. The Crack spacing is dept!ndent on the quality of 
the gravel binder. A base 1IUlteriaI gains its strengthfrom tht! binding (cementing) lICIion of the 
bindu (minus NO. 40 sieve). ~ CTt!Illes a relatively Wt!4k but.f/erible slt:ib that tronsfers 
streSSes to the underlying subbase and/or subgrmk.. A properly peiforming j1e:xJb1e base will 
dissipaJe du!se stresses over a sufficiently ,wide area to prevent subgrade ihetJr faiJUTe. 

Once the transverse cracks reach tm opening width offrom 1116 to 118 iru::h, moisture inlrusion 
and resulling moisture damage begins its slow but steadily increasing rille of deterioration.. As 
the deterioration progresses, associated distresses such os·load induced strus crac1dng 
(longitudinal wheel path crocking), pumping ofjines through the crrzda, stripping of the aspha1l 
binder, potholes and aIligaror cracking can appear almost l1VeTnight. This self perpelJlaling 
phenomena (as the crticks gel wider, the distress increases;' as the distresS increases" the cracks 
gel wider; etc.: etc.) can occur so rapidly thai we think the pavementfailed ·all tJt once~!I when 

. in foa the failure. has been occurring over several years or even decodes. 

D. Recommended Solutions, Options and Future Considerations 

I have tried to present a case of a pa,vement failing from the bottom up. This is one of the worst 
type of failures that we encounter because we have to work from the top down. 

a preservation mode at this time, then I IeCOmmend a good 
rubber seal coat. The asphalt rubber membrane will provide the f1eX1oility and 
impermeability to protect from further moisture induced damage. Essentially 
what this accomplishes is to intenupt the self perpetuating Cycle of crack/damage; 
damage/crack noted above. There may be some additional benefit associated with 
autogenous healing of the base as it dries but I would Dot count on it. Cleaning 
of the ditches and establishing ·some measure of positive drainage away from the 
base is also essential. 
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A Report on Trip to Brownwood District 1-20 Forensic Site on 01127/97 

BackGround 

The pavement in this section showed rutting and shoving at various location during the summer of 
1996. The distress was spotty with approxiamte length of 10 feet. East bound lanes had longer 
sections of distress. At some locations the length of the rutted pavement was about 150 to 200 
feet. Eastland area maintainance milled the rutted sections and replaced with Black Base material. 
We requested TIl to collect GPR data. GPR analysis showed moderate stripping and . . 
{disintegration of one of the layers of the hotmix. Cores taken from the pavement confinned GPR 
analysis. I also got laboratory analysis done on the cores. Different layers of asphalt concrete 
were seperated for lab analysis. Laboratory results did not show any of the properties that would 
contribute to the rutting. Very high viscosity and low penetration test values were reported which 
are unlikely to contribute to rutting. I looked at the construction r~rds of the top layer which 
was one of the very first QClQAjobs. I noticed high air void content for-sonte lots. High air 
void content may have contn'buted to rutting and shoving. The quantitY of the sections that 
shOWed distress last summer, in my opinion, was not big enough to wanant reconstruction of the 
whole section, which might cost a few million dollars, unless the other sections of the pavement 
starts to show distresses which we expected and this was the reason for the trip to forensic site. 

Observation 

The patch work done last summer is holding up well. I observed small new rutted spots in the 
section we are observing. I expect these and more new areas to come up and get worse as spring 
and· summer roll in. I observed more rutted areas in the east bound lanes than the west bound 
which is also what we expected based on GPR data analysis. 

What Next 

1 discussed this with Elias Rmeli. I am preparing an interim report on this project and also 
forwarding ail the documents I have on this project to Elias as he is doing a comprehensive 
evaluation of the condition of the Interstate Highways (about·40 miles) in Brownwood district. I 
will work with him on this after returning from my trip to India. 
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Laboratorv No.: F96500408-420 
District: Brownwood 
County: Eastland 
Enar.lForeman: Brvan Neaves 
CSJ#: '1 
IFed. Prof.": '1 
Hiahwav: IH·20 

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIO~' 
MATERIALS AND TESTS OMSION 

AUSTIN. TX. 78703 

OENERAL TEST REPORT 

Contract No.: 'I 
Date SaITlDled: 7·1·96 
Date Received: 9-12-96 
Date Reoorted: 9-3().96 
Contractor: ? 
Producer: ? 
Producer Code: ? 

Marl. Code: 'I 
Spec. Item: "I 
Matenal: Cores & Mfx 
Quantitv: "I 
Unit: "I 
1.0. Marks: Various 
Sampled From: ? 

I" 1 i I ! i r-~-U--rO,l- 1- 5:0 . r _. 5~ -r -4:~ l .. 5 -r~1'" 1-4A--1 ;: - n~ 4 3: '::04 - JiM 2£16 Js : 61; j; Jl, 21~86 .1 
~radatlon 

718" 
518~ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1/2" 100.0 100.0 99.8 100.0 93.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.3 
318- 96.7 98.5 98.0 99.3 85.1 98.8 99.7 99.4 99.3 92.9 98.0 92.7 
"4 61, 5. 6: .9 5~.3 62. 61.5 ~. 6: . 6. 6 .0 

111 3 . 3. 31 .4 ~).~ 39. au, 3. 4. 31. 3·2 
#4 23. 1 . 2: .4 21J.8 21.4 2: .0 2 • 2! . 2: • 2 .2 
#6 ~. .1 . 5 11. • 7 . ). 1 . .1 
#2C) 3. .8 .3 .6 4.c '.(i 4.( 2.0 .6 

fO r e..:> ~ Il.: 2.
2921 '-4421 ,.4841 2.

3711 2.
3591 \1.fl 2.

3911 2.2941 2.
341 2.

3721 2.
3621 

Rema~: ______________________________________________________________________________ __ 

Technician Signature: Dennis GuthrleJLlsa Lukefahr 
EASTSUM.WI(4 V«1.0 Rw (l6.Q1·K 03:35 PM 01..()d·M 
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~r~u MEMORANDUM 
~Df~ 

To: 

From: 

Mr. Bobbie F. Templeton, P.E. 
Assistant Executive Director. Field Operations 

Paul E. Krugler, P. E. 
Materials and Tests Division 

Subject: Ex~utive Summary 
Northeast Texas ACP Hot Mix Team Report 

Date: February 27. 1996 

Originating 
Office: MAT/ADM 

The team that you appointed to identify issues and make recommendations for improving the perfonnancc 
of crushed gravel hot mix in northeast Texas has reached a consensus on these subjects. An executive 
summary of the actions of the team and our recommendations is forwarded at this time so that 
implementation decisions may be made at an earlier date. Please contact me should you desire to discuss 
any of these recommendations. 

A report which includes additional details of team discussions. pavement pcrfonnance history infonnatton 
and test results which were collected and analyzed. will be submitted in the ncar future. 

PEK R-ol.( Attachment 

ce: Team Members 
Gene Adams. Ex-Officio Member 
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Northeast Texas Asphaltic Concrete Pavement Team Report 

Executive Summary 

Several northeast Texas districts have frequently experienced poor perfonnance from crushed 
gravel asphaltic concrete pavements in recent years. Performance of these mixtures lead two 
districts to exclude the use of crushed gravel on current projects. Ajoint industry-TxDOT team 
was appointed to identity the issues and recommend solutions designed to improve the 
performance of these mixtures. thereby allowing the use of crushed gravel on future projects. 

The tcam met in early January to hear reports from personnel from Atlanta. Tyler. and Lufkin 
districts, and the Arkansas DOT. The reports described pavement perfonnance experiences using 
various material combinations, gradations, and mixture additives. The tcam identified two 
foremost pavement performance concerns, loss of asphalt-aggregate bond (stripping) and 
raveling. ,Although. rutting is also a problem in northeast Texas, it was not included as a primary 
concern with currently used mixture designs. After the reports, the team listed material. mix 
design, pavement design. and construction issues which may be contributors-to the unsatisfactory 
pavement performance. The team requested that various tcam members and the Superpave 
Center at Austin pursue several of the issues prior to the second team meeting. 

The tcam met again in mid-February. The results oflimited testing of laboratory mixtures were 
presented, along with infonnation on the quality and gradation of individual component materials 
in these mixtures. The list of potential contributors to unsatisfactory pavement perfonnance was 
then narrowed and prioritized. The following team recommendations resulted. 

Recommendations for earliest possible implementation on all projects are: 

1. The team strongly recommends that a more stringent stripping test requirem~nt be 
required in local district specifications. Crushed gravel hot mixes in northeast Texas 
often pass current moisture susceptlofiity test requirements but show moisture damage at 
later ages, sometimes after being sealed or overlaid. The districts should require the use 
of effective antistripping measures by plan note or field change until the more stringent 
test requirement can be developed and implemented .. 

2. The teaQl recommends that new requirements be placed on field sands. The new 
requirement should restrict the amount of ultra-fine material in the field sand. The ultra
fine materials were shown to reduce asphalt content and, very likely, to also reduce the 
effectiveness of the asphalt to form a tenacious bond with the aggregate. The resulting 
"dry" mixtures will age rapidly and are raveling and stripping prone. 

3. The team recommends that surface course mixtures include asphalt modifiers to 
improve the thickness of asphalt coating on crushed gravel coarse aggregate. It is 
believed that this measure will mitigate some of the raveling tendencies of the crushed 
gravel mixtures. The modified asphalts should be evaluated using Superpave PG binder 
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tests so that lhe districts will be better prepared to implement the new PG binder 
specifications in the futurc. 

Additional tcam recommendations arc: 

I. The team recommends (hat washed limestone screenings be required on one or more 
projects and that (he performance of these pavements be closely evaluated. It is 
believed that eliminating one of the two siliceous fine aggregates in currcnt mixtures will 
positively affect stripping tendency. The affect on raveling is less certain. The Lufkin 
district reports good perfonnance with this type of mixture, but relatively few projects 
have been under traffic for morc than four years. The passing No. 200 sieve material in 
the limestone screenings should be limited by specification so that the mixture is not 
«dried up" by an overabundance of limestone fines. 

2. The tcam recommends that the Superpave PC binder specifications be implemented 
as soon as a quality assurance program is developed so (hat modified asphalts may 
be supplied in a more competitive environment. The team understands that PG binder 
specifieation implementation is planned within a year. 

The team made several additional observations. The tcam supports the Atlanta district's decision 
to specify and evaluate Type 0 gradation mixtures and pavement edge drains on seven.l projects 
this year. The team commends the work of the Atlanta district lab to evaluate the condition of 
each pavement layer. particularly for stripping, during preliminary engineering and planning. 
Projects to mill and replace individuallancs should include adequate milling and replacement of 
shoulder material so that penetrating moisture is not trapped in the new asphaltic eoneretc. The 
team discussed the importance for aU component materials of asphaltic concrete to be compatible. 
TIle more stringent stripping test and current asphalt-modifier compatibility testing will assis.~ in 
this area. ·TIle team discussed the crushed face test method and specification requirement. and the 
Atlanta district expressed interest in exploring improvements in this area. 

The team's recommendations arc made in an effort to resolve rccent pavement pcrfonnanee 
concerns without exchanging them for increased rutting or othcr undcsirable perfonnance 
characteristics. 
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i 

l.Top Layer: 6-r6.V2J (3770 T)'D) 

1. Producer: Wy{cPt- bros. R&\\'~ 

2. Middle Layer: 6-'CQ ve 1 

2. Producer: ------------------

3. Bottom Layer: ______ ---------

3.Producer: -----------

Comments: 

lYi,dQ\e by-f'lf O~ ~QVeJ 

c Dm? leAeJy ~±'lipp<d. 
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CSJ: }o.,. -'/;76Highway: U6 /5 I 

Location: S of To.. tt 
Direction: 5 B RM : b~6 

Core #: B- 1 

ADT: /0,700 VPPL: 2,337 %0 , , 

Acc Traffic: cL DB I/2p J\ge: B 7'-/ do.y-5 

1.Top Layer: 6yu.v'e l (34 0 r:y D) 

l. Producer: fuY' I('C,. Bron ,· 00; 

2. M idd Ie Layer: _6Y<----'--!.--=6..~v.:....:e=.J\I--__ _ 

2. Producer: ________ _ 

3. Bottom Layer: &::AY1::3 ~+oY1:, 

3.Producer: ------------

omments: 

To p Ic\ye£ VJOS mccJQYQt€J'I 

'6 +nppecl . m icld\e b;let' 

LUJ6 CoYY1p\~~J~\t 51-0pped. 
fu o1sto{]e u )US (J o t 

I 
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L 

I I 

Cor us Christi District 
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CSJ: o7;3- Z-b9Highway: Si-\ 44 
Location: \/'J . of Robstown 

Direction: E B,wB RM: 644 
I 

Core#: <=\-1. q-Z . 
ADT: 13 ,/00 VPPL: L/ {131 / 7t../D 

Acc Traffic: W, b'D8,7a:A.ge: 15 77 ch~ 
F 

I.Top Layer: b. i mesione 

1. Producer: -----------------

2. Middle Layer: G-C6.Ve\ 

2. Producer: -----------------

3. Bottom Layer: -------

3.Producer: ----------------

Comments: \ 
J-RA CfJea\ ~tJ 

L-rY'a.ve\ lo.y€JC kr~~ 

'09:0lv(e1l str; p~ i fJ 

Dem e 5e.c.t\'Ons. 
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CSJ: t?7~-2/b9Highway: 6H 14 
Location : W ot Rc:b51own 

Direction: E 13 RM: 6 44 

Core #: 9 -3 

ADT: 13 / 100 VPPL: 4,18/! 740 

Acc Traffic: Z~I t6~ ~ge: 16 77 dCA.tS 

1.Top Layer: L I YYle6 +One, 

1. Producer: ---------

2. Middle Layer: {:eva. ve \ 

2. Producer: ------------

3. Bottom Layer: _______ _ 

3.Producer: ---------------

Comn1ents: 

Gy-a.v'e\ 1G-/eL' st''P{h'd 
f:£JJ 0'(eJ f } n "fc2m e, 

8ecb.C921S . 
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CSJ: 25Lj - / -I@ighway: u s 2 n l 

Location: ,N. or ~ west 
Direction: 66 RM: b ?J'L 

Core #: 1"3 - \ I ) 3 -Z J /"3 -3 

ADT: J I, 3CO VPPL: 1,5/4, 2cxJ 

Acc Traffic: (J/056, &a\ge: 5't>6 

l.Top Layer: .L)' fYl6S-toOCJ 

1. Producer: ---------

2. Middle Layer: _______ _ 

2. Producer: ---------

3. Bottom Layer: __ ------

3.Producer: ---------

f)e.C;kion witb 'Sl\(jbt 

!uth~. -ot-nppru 
. ~~a-te \!ct (yed -HoYY7 
oone to mo::kif'a?\~ 

o 
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DRAFT 

SPECIAL PROVISION 
TO ITEM 247 

FLEXIBLE BASE 

DRAFT 

For this project., [tern 247., Flexible Base., of the Standard Specifications., is hereby 
amended "'ith respect to the clauses cited below an no other clauses or requirements 
of this item are waived or changed hereby. 

Article 247.2 l\1aterials is supplemented by the following: 

(t) Type E. Type E material shall meet the requirements of either Type A or C at the 
contractor's option. All material used on the project shall be of the sanle 
type. 

Article 247.5 Payment. The first paragraph is supplemented by the follo"'ing: 

Any additives required and/or allowed will be subsidiary to this pay 
item 
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